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A few terms uti lized in this thesis are translati ons of Dutch terminology. To provide clear understanding, these words 
are defi ned in this chapter and some are translated to Dutch.

Glass slat - Glaslat
 A profi le that is mounted onto the glass and the adjacent pillars. 

Baseboard - Plint (box 3)
  A frame mounted to the bott om of the wall or to the bott om of furniture to fi nish the wall or piece.

Modular - Modulair
 This term can be understood in diff erent ways. According to Kwakman (2021) is the defi niti on of modular  
 product design: ‘Bij een modulair productontwerp wordt rekening gehouden met de demonteerbaarheid  
 waardoor het product, de onderdelen of materialen op een later moment gedemonteerd en hergebruikt   
 kunnen worden’ (Kwakman, 2021). Translated to English: ‘A modular product design takes into account the  
 disassembly that allows the product, parts or materials to be disassembled and reused at a later ti me. 
 Defi niti on of modular for this project: A product is considered modular if it can be disassembled and 
 reassembled multi ple ti mes. Additi onally, the individual parts or modules of the product can be used to
 construct a larger product, connect products together, or add value to the original product. Examples of 
 modules include a venti lati on module, side panels, and a shelf. The product’s modules serve as the
 fundamental units that can be assembled in various manners, thus allowing for a range of product   
 confi gurati ons and increased customer fl exibility.

Glossary

Van Keulen Interieurbouw – VKI

Failure Mode and Eff ect Analysis – FMEA

Abbreviations

Table of content
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 1. Summary

Currently, many companies have implemented open 
offi  ce spaces in their work environments to enhance 
communicati on and understanding among employees. 
However, this approach also presents certain drawbacks, 
such as concentrati on issues due to noise, reduced 
privacy, and poor air quality. One soluti on to this 
problem is the silent box.  The purpose of this box is 
to provide users with privacy and reduce distracti ons 
without requiring an enti re offi  ce redesign. This helps 
users to execute that diffi  cult tasks they have to do or 
have a private phone conversati on about a project, for 
example. The box shields the user from external noise 
and also protects the environment from the user’s noise.

Van Keulen Interieurbouw (VKI), a large interior designer 
for supermarkets, retail stores and others in the eastern 
region of the Netherlands, has also developed such 
a product. However, the current two designs require 
a redesign to address, among others, producti on and 
functi onal problems. Thus, the initi al objecti ve of this 
thesis was to redesign a silent box that exceeds the 
current designs of VKI and improve their existi ng designs. 
The only requirement was that the box be modular.

The project began with research, including a fi eld 
analysis and functi on analysis of existi ng boxes. The 
fi eld research and functi on analysis identi fi ed some of 
the issues and a correlati on between functi ons of the 
box. This correlati on showed that both functi ons are 
interdependent and have diff erent eff ects in diff erent 
directi ons. Next, the target audience and stakeholders 
are considered. Concluding, no specifi c audience is 
chosen due to the many audiences having almost the 
same needs. Additi onally, the primary stakeholder is 
not the end-user, but rather the buyer of the box who 
provides it to the end-user. End-users typically do not 
purchase the box themselves. 

During the problem analysis, FMEA, RAMSSHEEP, and 
another fi eld research examine the current box designs 
of VKI to identi fy problems and opportuniti es. While 
various issues and possible focusses were discovered, 
the focus of the analysis depends on VKI’s prioriti es. The 
strategy analysis will explore these prioriti es in more 
detail, but before the strategy analysis is conducted, a 
market analysis will be conducted to explore potenti al 
market demand. During the market analysis, one possible 
gap was identi fi ed: a box with equivalent quality as Box 1 
of VKI’s current designs, but with a more aff ordable price 
point, falling within the moderate price range of €6000 
to €10000. 

Once all the necessary informati on has been gathered, it 
is ti me to make the initi al design decisions. These design 
decisions included things like determining the price 
range and level of customer freedom that VKI wanted to 
off er. During this explorati on, relati onships between key 
factors (such as customer freedom and price) have been 
identi fi ed. Key points are aspects that can receive focus 
while designing the product. In order to determine which 
aspects to focus on, a design strategy should be applied 
to align with the business goals and provide guidance 
throughout the product development process. This 
approach ensures a solid foundati on and clear directi on 
for product design.

However, before implementi ng a design strategy, it was 
necessary to explore the key points in more detail. This 
is done using mind maps. First, all of the words that 
are related to a silence box were mapped, and then 
each of these words (i.e., key points) were examined 
as a primary key point and mapped with other related 
words. Through this process, it was discovered that the 
key points have a signifi cant impact on one another. 
Therefore, these relati onships were classifi ed as either 
positi ve or negati ve based on their impact on the main 
key point. Additi onally, it was discovered that two key 
points related to the main key point can also have a 
infl uence on each other, which ulti mately aff ects the 
main key point once again. Ulti mately, it was concluded 
that the key points and their eff ects were far more 
complicated than originally thought, changing the main 
objecti ve from a redesign to a strategic issue. 

As a result of changing the objecti ve of this thesis, it 
was att empted to create a design strategy using the 
business strategy. Here, the new objecti ve reached its 
fi nal form: ‘How to translate a business strategy to a 
design strategy?’. Before creati ng this design strategy, 
the relati onships of the key points were explored again in 
order to create requirements once the design strategy is 
determined. 

Next, VKI’s business strategy was examined in order 
to create the design strategy. However, during the 
investi gati on of the business strategy, it was concluded 
that it was not explicit enough to allow a design strategy 
to be created. To address this issue, the decision-making 
process of VKI employees was examined, and it was 
hypothesized that they use a generic, unspoken strategy.  
To test this hypothesis, new strategy-focused concepts 
of silence boxes were developed. These concepts were 
presented to four project stakeholders in order to have 
an understanding of how the selecti on of the box for 
further development is made. 

The results revealed an underlying strategy consisti ng 
of four key points, and personal strategies were also 
identi fi ed. Although not all four personal strategies 
included all points of the underlying strategy, they are 
kept in mind when making decisions.

Having concluded this, the personal and underlying 
strategy was then applied to VKI’s current boxes and the 
concepts created. The purpose was to determine the 
impact of diff erent strategies on the fi nal box design and 
whether it was in line with VKI’s image and portf olio. 
Executi ng these test cases showed that each strategy 
signifi cantly infl uenced the fi nal design. However, the 
eff ects depend on the specifi c strategy used, which 
could either positi vely or negati vely aff ect VKI’s image. 
Therefore, VKI requires a more explicit business strategy 
to ensure a design that aligns with their image and 
portf olio. 

During this thesis, certain steps were taken to translate 
the business strategy into a design strategy. These steps 
were combined into a guiding framework and step-by-
step plan to help VKI and other companies in future 
design development processes. Using these tools, 
a design strategy can be created from the business 
strategy, product, and customer needs. This design 
strategy will serve as the foundati on for the rest of the 
design process. Additi onally, two disti nct feedback loops 
have been incorporated to evaluate the suitability of the 
design for the brand identi ty, company requirements, 
market relevance, and if the applied strategy should be 
changed. So, the thesis presents a developed framework 
and step-by-step plan for translati ng a business strategy 
into a design strategy. 
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 2. Introduction

This report serves as a master thesis for the degree Industrial Design Engineering towards Management of Product 
Development at the University of Twente, Enschede. In this thesis, Van Keulen Interieurbouw (VKI) has assigned a 
task requiring a redesign. VKI introduced a product that presents various opportuniti es for improvement and added 
value. This product is known as conference and telephone boxes, also referred to as silence boxes.

 Silence Box
Currently, a lot of companies have open offi  ce spaces (Lai 
et al., 2021), which encourages communicati on between 
employees and improved their work sati sfacti on (Lai 
et al., 2021) However, others such as Pejtersen et al. 
(2006); and Allerman et al. (2007), argue that Danish 
open-plan offi  ce employees experience disadvantages 
such as noise, poor air quality and dissati sfactory 
ambient temperature. Furthermore, ‘Haapakangas et 
al. (2008) found that Finnish workers in open layout 
offi  ces experienced more stress, parti cularly overstrain 
and concentrati on diffi  culti es and att ributed these 
symptoms to offi  ce noise’ (Lai et al., 2021). That same 
paper menti ons that Kaarlela-Tuomaala et al. (2009) 
‘found that Finnish workers had increased distracti on, 
reduced privacy, increased concentrati on diffi  culti es and 
increased use of coping strategies, as well as lower self-
rated performance due to noise.’ 
With these problems, a new soluti on has presented itself 
on the market: the silence box. 

The purpose of these boxes is to create a quieter 
environment than the average open-plan offi  ce 
spaces. Many people are interrupted indirectly by 
colleagues who are talking on the phone or discussing 
something with another colleague. They are unable 
to concentrate in such circumstances, making it more 
diffi  cult to complete their tasks. These boxes increase 
concentrati on, allowing employees to tackle complex 
tasks without interrupti on. It is important that these 
boxes provide sound insulati on and absorpti on to create 
a quiet workspace for an employee. Nevertheless, the 
usefulness of these boxes extends beyond open-plan 
offi  ces. The boxes can be a valuable additi on to for 
example, a school library or train stati on to help create a 
quiet space for those who need it. The soundproof booth 
can be uti lized for more private meeti ngs and phone 
conversati ons without worrying about being overheard.

 Problem def nition

Thus, the goal for this thesis was to create a redesign of 
a silence box, that resolves the current problems and 
exceeds the current silence boxes. The one and only 
requirement is that this new box should be modular.

Next to this main goal, VKI asked to improve the 
producti on process of one of the boxes in their portf olio, 
without (major) changes in the design of the box. 

To begin, research is conducted to identi fy the problems 
and opportuniti es for both types of boxes. This involves 
a research phase with a product, problem, and market 
analysis, as well as defi ning strategies and requirements. 
The results and data gained in this phase normally lead 
to a set of requirements, desires, and opportuniti es that 
serve as a foundati on and guide for the project’s further 
development.

But while defi ning strategies, many unknowns were 
found. Furthermore, it was discovered that these 
unknowns have relati onships with each other. These 
unknows and their relati onships had to be investi gated 
further before the project’s strategy could be defi ned. 
So, the main questi on shift ed from a redesign to a 
strategic problem. To resolve this, the business strategy 
could be used.    

Eventually the new goal of the thesis changed to 
translati ng the business strategy to a design strategy, 
using the silence box as a case study. 

This thesis takes the reader through the process and 
steps that the author has followed while conducti ng 
the project. The thesis starts with some background 
informati on about the company VKI, followed by the 
research done with the fi rst redesign goal in mind. A 
product analysis is done, including a functi on analysis. 
Here, a deeper dive into the product’s characteristi cs 
is done to create a good understanding of the to be 
redesigned product. Then, the problem analysis identi fi es 
the problems and their possible causes, using methods 
such as a fi eld research, a Failure Mode and Eff ect 
Analysis (FMEA), and a RAMSSHEEP analysis. A market 
research is conducted to determine how to diff erenti ate 
from competi tors and explore possible market demands. 
Aft er that, the strategic decisions are lined out in the 
chapter ‘strategy’. This chapter will also explain the shift  
to the strategic goal, instead of the redesign goal. Aft er 
that, the business strategy of VKI is investi gated in order 
to determine the design strategy. Here is found that VKI 
does not have an explicit business strategy. Therefore, 
using the silence box as case, as an att empt to fi nd an 
underlying generic strategy that employees of VKI use 
when making decisions.

VKI is already producing some silence boxes, more details 
on their silence box portf olio will be explained later, in 
the chapter ‘product analysis’. The reason behind the 
tasked redesign is that they have run into some problems 
with their current designs. The designs created a few 
years ago have not been improved aft er its development. 
They sti ll contain some errors during producti on as well 
as in constructi on and functi onality aspects. The goal 
for VKI with this redesign is that it should resolve the 
above menti oned problems, and exceed the boxes in 
their current portf olio. In additi on, this box provides an 
opportunity for VKI to expand into offi  ce furnishings as 
the owner wishes. This means that VKI is in need of a 
redesign of the silence box that will enable it to cater to 
both new and existi ng customers.

 Problem de  i
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These underlying strategies are further investi gated by 
creati ng test cases with the boxes in VKI’s silence box 
portf olio. Based on these fi ndings and the process the 
author has gone through, a framework was created 
to enable other businesses to translate their business 
strategy into a design strategy, without going through the 
same process.

During this project, a developer at VKI was also tasked 
with designing a new soundproof box by someone else, 
who was unaware of the author’s project. Initi ally, the 
author and developer collaborated on this project, 
but under the ti ght ti me constraints enforced by VKI, 
it was not feasible to write a thesis and design the 
box while accurately justi fying the design choices. The 
author stayed involved within this design project, while 
sti ll carrying on with her own project. The importance 
here is that this box (box type 3) is not that extensively 
investi gated as the boxes that already existed at the start 
of the project. The main reason behind this is that at the 
ti me this box was created, the author’s project was past 
the research phase and had already shift ed from the 
redesign goal to the strategic goal, making the extensive 
investi gati on unnecessary.

Mission
VKI’s mission, retrieved from their website (Over Ons - 
WerkenbijvanKeulen, 2019) and translated to English:

‘Van Keulen Interieurbouw is the absolute specialist in 
the Netherlands when it comes to interior design for the 
retail and project market. We off er our customers the 
opti mal interior soluti on for every situati on. Customized 
work is our standard. We produce everything ourselves 
and our employees are our most important assets. We 
conti nuously invest in good working conditi ons and the 
person and professional development of our employees. 
For our customers, we are an expert, reliable and 
committ ed partner. These qualiti es, and the willingness 
to always go the extra mile for the basis for all our 
business relati onships.’

 Van Keulen Interieurbouw
VKI is a prominent Dutch company specializing in 
building interiors, with its headquarters located in 
Nijverdal. With more than 500 employees, the company 
serves a wide range of clients, from supermarkets, 
retail shops and offi  ces to the catering industry and 
private customers. Their primary producti on facility 
is located in Nijverdal, where they have advanced 
machinery for working with wood, Perspex, metal, and 
painti ng. Producti on processes like CNC milling, laser 
cu�  ng, and powder coati ng are performed in-house. 
Additi onally, there is another metal producti on facility 
located in Tynaarlo, Drenthe where large batches of 
metal constructi ons are produced. The metal is laser-cut 
(sheets and tubes), bent, and welded to create structures 
for their designed products, for example. As most of their 
products are custom-made, and have a product line in 
supermarket shelfs. VKI has a development department 
that, for example, develops specials for supermarkets, 
such as the tuk tuk shelf that can be seen in Figure 1. 
Additi onally, VKI has developed its own ERP system, 
which handles and automates much of the process from 
customer demand to fi nal product delivery and storage.

Vision
VKI’s vision, retrieved from their website (Over Ons - 
WerkenbijvanKeulen, 2019) and translated to English:

‘The retail sector is bubbling and buzzing like never 
before. The digital revoluti on is having a major impact. 
Traditi onal retail chains are fi ghti ng to survive in the 
online world. Old concepts are disappearing and there is 
plenty of experimentati on with new formulas. Change is 
the norm in this dynamic fi eld. Van Keulen Interieurbouw 
supports its clients with eff ecti ve, fast and tailor-made 
interior soluti ons. With fl exibility, craft manship and great 
love of the retail trade, we are conti nuously building on 
our positi on as one of the leading interior builders in 
Europe.’

11

 3. Research

Figure 1. A ‘special’ for a Dutch supermarket
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A  Product analysis

Van Keulen Interieurbouw has developed three diff erent 
types of silence boxes. One box was initi ated by and in 
collaborati on with a customer (Box 1). This customer 
markets the boxes to buyers (not the actual end users) 
such as property owners, schools, and governments. 
The box is assembled on site by the customer of VKI. 
Another box was developed solely by VKI in response 
to a customer request (Box 2). This box is sold directly 
to the buyers who provide them to the end users. This 
box is built on site by mechanics of VKI. The last box, 
designed during this thesis, is initi ated by VKI itself (Box 
3). This box is developed because VKI wants to sell such 
a silence box themselves. The fundamental objecti ve of 
this box was to exceed the design of Box 1. This box is 
also assembled by mechanics of VKI. All three type of 
boxes were developed by diff erent developers working 
within VKI. This chapter will provide further explanati ons 
of all three concepts without disclosing confi denti al 
informati on.  

 Box 1
Box 1, as menti oned above, is the box that is designed 
for a customer who then sells it to the provider for the 
end user. This box was developed together with the 
customer, who had certain preferences and ideas that 
they wanted to incorporate into the design. 

The box consists of tubes, panes (made of wood or 
glass), and a roof. These tubes serve as pillars to support 
the panes. This combinati on of tubes and panes forms 
the main structure of the box. The tubes have ‘ears’, 
shapes sti cking out at both ends of the tube, that 
slide into the pillar.  The roof is then placed on top 
and secured with screws. Finally, the wiring for the 
venti lati on and power outlets are added. 

Figure 3. The box confi gurati ons, from left  to right: ONE, TWO, FOUR, SIX, NINE & TWELVE

A pane consists of a buckling frame, wood or glass, and 
a connecti ng tube. The upper and lower segments divide 
the panel horizontally in the center by an additi onal 
connecti ng bar, as illustrated in Figure 4. Refer to 
Appendix 1.1 for further details on these compartments’ 
constructi on, including fl owcharts of the producti on 
process.

The inside of the box is lined with felt, to dampen the 
sound from inside. Rubbers are used to prevent the 
glass from cracking when it is directly mounted onto the 
metal tubes. Furthermore, the rubber acts as a sealant 
for the small gaps between the diff erent materials. A 
thicker rubber is used as sealant on the bott om of the 
box. These rubbers have a D-shape (sealant bott om) and 
P-shape (sealant gaps).

This box has six diff erent types of confi gurati ons (see 
Figure 3): (dimensions in W x D x H)
1. ONE: 128 x 128 x 249 cm, 1 person
2. TWO: 248 x 128 x 249 cm, 2 persons (Figure 4)
3. FOUR: 248 x 248 x 249 cm, 4 persons
4. SIX: 368 x 248 x 249 cm, 6 persons
5. NINE: 368 x 368 x 249 cm, 9 persons
6. TWELVE: 505 x 380 x 249 cm, 10 persons
 
The box is packaged in various cartons depending on the 
confi gurati on. For instance, carton 1a includes a white 
top glass panel, while carton 1b consists of a black top 
glass panel. This provides a complete confi gurati on, 
which is delivered in individual cartons. Customers do 
not order a complete box but a combinati on of cartons 
containing the necessary components. It remains 
unknown to VKI which box will be assembled from a 
specifi c order, because this is not done by VKI. Therefore, 
they never receive any feedback on how easy or diffi  cult 
it is to assemble this box. 

In this chapter, the current silence box portf olio of VKI is analyzed. This is done to get a bett er understanding 
of the to be redesigned product and to gain insights for decision making.pter, the current silence box portf o-
lio of VKI is analyzed. This is done to get a bett er understanding of the to be redesigned product and to gain 
insights for decision making.

In additi on, if the customer requests a special box, 
a technical draft sman is required to design it and 
determine the cartons required for these confi gurati ons. 
However, such requests are rare. 

Apart from the dimensions, the box confi gurati ons of Box 
1 has the following product specifi cati ons:
 - Sound insulati ng by 33 dB
 - Venti lati on 6 ti mes per hour
 - Plug & play. Uses only one plug to get the box   
    working
 - Includes 4 power sockets and 2 USB ports in the
    box (This number depends on the size of the   
    box)
 - Moti on sensor for the lights (automati c   
    lightning)
 - Parts can be reused for diff erent confi gurati ons  
    of the box. A confi gurati on will always include a  
    glass door
 - 60 minutes assembly ti me
 - 2700K – 500 lumen lightning
 - Standard work shelf included in the ONE   
    confi gurati on

All confi gurati ons can be customized to the customer’s 
choice of the number of glass or closed wooden panels. 
For instance, a customer can choose a black ONE box 
with two glass and two closed wooden panels, or 
four glass panels without any closed panels. However, 
to replace a panel (because it broke, or a diff erent 
confi gurati on is desired), the roof must fi rst be removed. 
Additi onally, when replacing the bott om panel, the top 
panel must be removed as well. These boxes contain 
a safety stock to guarantee on-ti me delivery to the 
customer by VKI. 

Box 1 consists of the following parts:
 - Glass door
 - Glass panels (top and bott om)
 - Felt
 - Wooden panels (top and bott om)
 - Complete venti lati on system
 - Door handle
 - Steel tubes
 - Rubber
 - Roof 

Figure 4. Box 1 TWO confi gurati on

Figure 2. The roadmap of Box 1

 Box 2
This VKI box is non-modular, which requires a 
draft sman to redraw the 3D model when a customer 
requests diff erent dimensions from the two existi ng 
confi gurati ons. This process is ti me-consuming and thus 
costly. This box type is sold to a buyer directly from VKI, 
who provides it to the end user.

This type of box consists of tubes, wood or glass panes, 
a roof, and profi les and is assembled by the mechanics 
of VKI. Certain tubes are preassembled at VKI. To be 
precise, these tubes are welded together to formulate 
the foundati on structure, which serves as the box’s base. 
In the next step, the column tubes are inserted into this 
structure. These columns already have profi les welded to 
the outside. For the placement of wood or glass panels, 
mounti ng profi les are used, which clamp the wood or 
glass between the tube’s outer profi le and the mounti ng 
profi les. Next, roof pipes are inserted and the wooden 
roof panel is mounted on the roof pipes using mounti ng 
profi les. The installati on process concludes with the 
att achment of felt and the wiring of both venti lati on and 
power outlets. In Appendix 1.2, additi onal informati on 
about the fl owchart for producti on is available.

Each box comes with standard furniture. In this instance, 
the buyer collaborated with VKI to determine the specifi c 
furniture included in the box. Two dimensions of Box 2 
are currently available:
1. 152 x 102 x 243 cm, 1 person
2. 150 x 190 x 243 cm, 2 to 3 persons (see Figure 6)
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Figure 6. Box 2 confi gurati on 2

 Box 3
Box 3 is another variati on of a silence box, designed by 
VKI with the aim to improve the performance of the 
Box 1. In spite of the basic similariti es, including the 
modularity, the boxes are diff erent, especially in the 
technical aspects. This box is sold to the buyer, who 
provides it to its end user. This box is assembled on site 
by VKI as well.
 
The base is constructed with steel tubes, beams, panels, 
and a roof. The beams are suspended within the tubes, 
which serve as pillars, but with diff erent ‘ears’ than in 
Box 1. Additi onally a central beam horizontally divides 
the side of the box into two segments: the upper and 
lower segments. This design does not use prefabricated 
panels as in the fi rst box, but rather unatt ached 
components as in Box 2. The horizontal beams, glass 
slats, and baseboard are secured with only two screws to 
hold either a glass or wood panel in place.

Both the bott om and top beam are identi cal, with one 
profi le welded to the beam onto which the glass or wood 
rests. The middle beam consists of an extra welded 
tube and plate to create an H-shape cross secti on. This 
confi gurati on enables wood or glass to be pushed and 
sandwiched in between so they are securely held in 
place.

Additi onally, all confi gurati ons off er the opti on to 
interchange between glass and wooden panels. The 
box necessitates loosening two screws, removing the 
baseboard and two glass slats, making it easy to switch 
panels while the box remains in place.

Figure 5. The roadmap of Box 2

The profi les were included to solve the problem of gaps 
between the wood or glass and metal tubes, such as 
in Box 1. An L-profi le is att ached to the corner tubes of 
the structure that is wider than the tube on both sides. 
Consequently, there are no gaps between the wood and 
the tube when the wood is mounted into place, as the 
profi le covers this gap. This is a major challenge for Box 
1, which will be discussed in more detail in the chapter 
‘problem analysis’. 

This box is also lined with felt and sealed at the panels 
and bott om with rubber, like Box 1. These boxes are 
produced upon request, thus no safety stock is generated 
or replenished.

The following features are added to this type of box 
(parti ally dependent on the confi gurati on):
 - Including work shelf in the 1 person    
    confi gurati on
 - Including stool in the 1 person confi gurati on
 - Including benches for the multi -person   
    confi gurati on
 - Including pedestal table for the multi -person   
    confi gurati on
 - Venti lati on 6 ti mes an hour
 - Moti on sensor for light (automati c lighti ng)
 - 2700K – 500 Lumen lightning
 - Plug & play. Only uses one plug to get the box   
    working
 - Including power sockets, number dependent on  
    which confi gurati on

Box 2 consists of the following parts:
 - Glass door
 - Glass panels
 - Felt
 - Wooden panels
 - Complete venti lati on system
 - Door handle
 - Steel tubes
 - Rubber 
 - Roof 

Only a few elements need to be removed, which 
simplifi es the process compared to Box 1.

The inside of this box is also lined with felt and sealed at 
the gaps and bott om with rubber.

Box 3 has the following confi gurati ons
 - XS. 124,5 x 124,5 x 234 cm, 1 person (Figure 8)
 - S. 244,5 x 124,5 x 234 cm, 2 persons
 - M. 244,4 x 244,5 x 234 cm, 4 persons
 - L. 364,5 x 244,5 x 234 cm, 6 persons
 - XL. 364,5 x 364,5 x 234 cm, 9 persons
 - XXL. 484,5 x 364,5 x 234 cm, 10 persons
 
Dependent on the confi gurati on of the box, the following 
features are added to the box:
 - Including a work shelf in the XS confi gurati on
 - Venti lati on 6 ti mes an hour
 - Moti on sensor for light and venti lati on
 - Plug & play. Only uses one plug to get the box   
    working
 - Parts can be reused for diff erent confi gurati ons  
    of the box. A confi gurati on will always include a  
    glass door
 - 2700K – 1380 Lumen lightning

Box 3 consists of the following parts:
 - Glass door
 - Glass panels
 - Felt
 - Wooden panels
 - Complete venti lati on system
 - Door handle
 - Steel tubes
 - Rubber
 - Roof

Figure 8. Box 3 confi gurati on XS

Figure 7. The roadmap of Box 3Figure 7. The roadmap of Box 3
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 Function analysisB
Furthermore, all three of the primary functi ons are 
dependent on the same subfuncti ons and components. 
If one subfuncti on cannot be fulfi lled, then none of the 
three main functi ons can be fulfi lled.
To conclude, functi ons of the box have interconnecti ng 
relati ons aff ecti ng each other in both ways, diff erently. 
Furthermore, functi ons four ‘to control the climate’ and 
seven ‘to charge devices’ should be reconsidered. 

Puzzle piece 1:
Here, a link has been discovered between two functi ons of the box. These functi ons aff ect 
each other in both ways, diff erently. 

As menti oned previously, during the project a framework is developed that aims to provide 
guidance to companies when translati ng their business strategy into a design strategy, 
based on the project’s process. Puzzle pieces are introduced in various chapters. These are 
part of this framework in diff erent forms, such as input. In this parti cular case, a mutual 
relati onship was found between two functi ons that aff ect each other, both ways. The 
puzzle pieces form the framework, to be explained in the chapter ‘Framework’. These 
pieces represent the necessary steps for translati ng the business strategy into the design 
strategy. 

With a bett er understanding of the product, a functi onal analysis was conducted to identi fy the current functi ons 
of the Silence Boxes. This analysis provided a deeper understanding of why and how the boxes were designed. It is 
important to conduct this analysis before delving into the problem analysis because a thorough understanding of 
the Silence Boxes is necessary to understand the problems and their underlying causes. The analysis identi fi es the 
required functi ons for the redesign and suggests reevaluati ng functi ons that, for instance, lack value.

The method proposed by Van der Vegte and Van 
Breemen (2009) encourages a thought process that 
considers the intended purpose of the product and 
how it can fulfi ll these functi ons without adhering to 
its current design approach. It provides the chance to 
think creati vely while remaining mindful of the current 
product’s obvious features. This approach is uti lized to 
establish the necessary criteria that the new product 
must sati sfy while generati ng novel brainstorm ideas. 

When conducti ng this analysis, it was initi ally deemed 
necessary to examine two disti nct box sizes: the phone 
booth, which can accommodate one person, and any size 
larger that can fi t a minimum of two people. However, 
it became apparent that there was only one additi onal 
primary functi on of the box, which is the ability to 
functi on as a meeti ng room. This feature does not aff ect 
the necessary subfuncti ons or components required to 
fulfi ll the functi ons, both main and sub functi on.

Table 1 displays three primary functi ons of the box. 
Functi on 3, which provides space for meeti ngs, only 
applies to boxes with room for at least 2 individuals, as 
previously stated. Providing climate control is crucial as it 
ensures a comfortable interior. So, logically it would be a 
necessary functi on. However according to Van der Vegte 
and Van Breemen’s (2009) method, a necessary functi on 
meets the user’s requirements. In this parti cular case, 
climate control is not a direct user need. This is because 
the lack of venti lati on has a negati ve impact on the 
product within its system boundary. If it were not within 
these limits, like with noise and distracti ons, it would be 
an essenti al feature. Moreover, the adverse impact of 
a lack of venti lati on is contained within the parameters 
of the product’s system. Climate control transforms as it 
operates on the airfl ow, in this case. Finally, this functi on 
is preventi ve in nature, as it anti cipates and avoids the 
formati on of an uncomfortable climate within the box. 
Its automati c mode means that it is preventi ve and not 
correcti ve. If it were a correcti ve functi on, the user would 
have to manually control the climate se�  ngs, acti vati ng 
it only if necessary. However, since the climate has 
already become uncomfortable, a change is needed in 
order for the user to carry out one of the three primary 
functi ons.

Sound and distracti ons are not within the system’s 
boundaries, making the functi ons of soundproofi ng and 
distracti ons shielding necessary. These functi ons are 
transformati ve as they do not support acti ons that the 
user can take to, for example, modify the product. Lastly, 
it is correcti ve since the undesirable eff ect is already 
present and cannot be prevented by this functi on. 
The seventh and fi nal functi on is derived and does not 
directly sati sfy user needs.  It only becomes necessary 
if the laptop or phone being used requires charging. If 
fi xed monitors or computers are available, this functi on 
is mandatory. In the current design, this is considered a 
supporti ng functi on as it enables users to charge their 
devices.

The aforementi oned classifi cati ons facilitate the 
identi fi cati on of functi ons that require reassessment. 
Following the specifi ed method, all derived functi ons 
are potenti al candidates for reconsiderati on, with the 
“derived correcti ve” functi ons considered to have the 
greatest need for reconsiderati on. These functi ons 
should be reviewed as they result from the underlying 
product concept choices and their undesirable eff ects. 
Consequently, functi ons four and seven should be 
reconsidered. 

Finally, it is important to consider which specifi c 
parts of the boxes directly relate to these functi ons. 
Figure 9 provides an overview of this informati on. It 
is apparent from the fi gure that soundproofi ng and 
distracti on shielding rely on the same components; 
these functi ons are therefore interconnected.  This 
relati onship is sensible given that sound is one of the 
primary distracti ons (Kaarlela-Tuomaala et al., 2009). 
In additi on to shielding the user from outside noise, 
the soundproofi ng functi on of the box also enables 
private conversati ons within the product. Therefore, 
the soundproofi ng functi on ‘delivers’ privacy. The 
relati onship between the two functi ons works in 
both ways. A highly distracti ng shielded box does not 
necessarily mean that it is soundproof, but it does 
positi vely impact soundproofi ng. If the box is suffi  ciently 
soundproof, it can have a positi ve impact on reducing 
distracti ons; however, it does not necessarily qualify as 
distracti on shielding.

Table 1. The functi ons and their classifi cati on

Func� ons Classifi ca� on

1. Space for offi  ce operati ons Main functi on
2. Space for calls Main functi on
3. Space for meeti ngs Main functi on
4. Climate control Derived transforming preventi ve functi on
5. Soundproofi ng Necessary transforming correcti ve functi on
6. Distracti ons shielding Necessary transforming correcti ve functi on
7. Charge devices Derived support regular functi on

Figure 9. Overview of the main functi ons (bright yellow), subfuncti ons(yellow) and related parts (lightest yellow)

Here, a link has been discovered between two functi ons of the box. These functi ons aff ect 
each other in both ways, diff erently. 
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In order to gain a bett er understanding of the intended audience and those involved in the project, this chapter 
identi fi es the target audience and stakeholders for the product and project. The goal of this evaluati on is an even 
bett er understanding of the product. Furthermore, it can act as a base for a bett er understanding of the problems 
and their causes that are found in the problem analysis. Who is the box being made for and what impact does 
this have on the design of the box? Diff erent stakeholders and target groups may have diff erent preferences and 
requirements. In additi on, some problems may arise from a stakeholder requirement.

 Target Group & Stakeholders

This chapter examines problems with the current boxes. VKI identi fi ed some problems, for example a hanging door or 
repeated producti on errors. However, other issues may sti ll be undiscovered or could be contributi ng factors to the 
previously identi fi ed problems. “Problems” refers to the current diffi  culti es of the silence boxes in the VKI portf olio. 
The investi gati on of these problems is important because VKI’s intenti on is to solve them in the redesign. The 
understanding of the silence box developed in the previous chapters makes it easier to understand the problems and 
to fi nd a possible cause. The results provide a starti ng point for requirements and brainstorming, as well as a more 
complete understanding of the products to be redesigned. This knowledge is criti cal for avoiding the recurrence of 
past mistakes and to focus the development on an improved product.

C
In this case, no target group was selected because VKI 
has no experience of the market, although it does have 
experti se in box producti on. One of the boxes was 
created for the dealer of the product, not the buyer or 
end user, while the other was intended for a parti cular 
customer. Consequently, as the end user does not 
purchase the box, they are not the most signifi cant 
stakeholder for VKI and thus the redesign. The box is 
purchased by a building owner or a school organizati on 
for their employees, students, or building users. 
Therefore, it is unlikely that the purchaser will uti lize 
the box. Moreover, no specifi c target group has been 
chosen as this box can serve a range of purposes. Se�  ng 
a target group would limit its potenti al, especially looking 
at the fact that the box has more than one possible use. 
Aft er all, VKI has a wide range of customers to whom 
this box can be off ered. The box should be designed 
to accommodate various customers with minimal 
modifi cati ons. Therefore, VKI considers the perspecti ves 
of their target audience and determines customer 
freedom levels as a means of identi fying their clients. 
With this approach, VKI will direct desired customers 
towards their business. 

Therefore, the following stakeholders have been 
identi fi ed:
 - Internal stakeholders
  o Owner(s)
  o Project manager of box projects
  o Developer(s) of current boxes
  o Technical draft smen
  o Mechanics
  o Producti on employees
 - External stakeholders
  o Buyer (! Not the end user)

The internal stakeholders are all the employees of 
VKI involved in this project. It is obvious that these 
stakeholders have diff erent job functi ons and unique 
perspecti ves that contribute to the development process. 
It is important to involve all stakeholders in order to 
produce a high quality product. This includes mechanics 
who will construct the on-site unit as well as producti on 
employees who also play a key role in the project.

The buyer is of interest as an external stakeholders 
because they are buying the box. The end user does 
not hold much infl uence in the buying process. An 
analysis was conducted on the buyer, focusing on their 
viewpoints depending on their branch or building. 
Important points for diff erent branches are:
 - School
  o Fire security
  o Overall safety
 - Government
  o Fire security 
  o Overall safety
  o Norms and certi fi cates
  o Origin of materials
 - Building owners
  o Price 

Diff erent branches have varying requirements that aff ect 
diff erent parts of the design. For instance, if the box is 
intended for use in a school, materials that comply with 
fi re safety regulati ons will be uti lized, whereas diff erent 
materials may be used if the box is sold to building 
owners.

These points are conclusions of an interview with the 
project manager, who is involved in both Box1 and Box 2 
projects. 

In conclusion, the primary stakeholder in this project 
is the box buyer who provides it to the end-user rather 
than the end-user themselves. This stakeholder is not 
limited to a single target group, but depends on how 
much customer freedom VKI wants to off er. Furthermore, 
this box is designed for VKI’s product portf olio and is not 
constrained by customer demands like boxes 1 and 2. 
Thus, VKI has signifi cant freedom to adjust it according to 
their preferences while taking stakeholders into account.

The current problems are examined with three diff erent 
approaches. Firstly, fi eld research is carried out through 
various acti viti es during the research phase of the 
project. Additi onally, a RAMSSHEEP analysis and a 
FMEA (Failure Mode and Eff ect Analysis) are performed. 
The corresponding subchapters present and analyze 
the conclusions of these investi gati ons.. The complete 
analyses are presented in Appendices X, Y, and Z.

As menti oned before, Box 3 was not yet conceptualized 
in this period of fi eld research, ad only came to the 
existence towards the end of this thesis’ ti meline. 
Consequently, certain analyses were carried out at a later 
stage to incorporate their value. For this stage, box 3 is 
not analyzed, except for one fi eld research, assembling 
the box. Therefore, Box 3 is not included in this chapter.

 Field research 
The fi eld research is conducted through a variety 
of methods, including spending a day in metal 
manufacturing and conducti ng interviews with 
mechanics who previously assembled the boxes on-
site. Such research is criti cal for comprehending the 
manufacturing and assembly processes of the boxes, 
which facilitates understanding of past design choices. 
Such research is criti cal for understanding some of 
the design choices that have been made in the past. 
Additi onally, this knowledge is important for future 
concept development.

For Box 1, the following fi eld research has been done:
 - Metal manufacturing. In this department the   
    buckling frames and pillars are manufactured.
 - Panel manufacturing. The assembly of wood,   
    glass and frames into components (panes).
 - Assembly of the box (with mechanics). Creati ng  
    a complete TWO confi gurati on with one glass
    top pane, two roofs, four wooden top panes   
    and fi ve wooden bott om panes.
 - Interview with project manager.
 - Interview with mechanics. These mechanics
    have built the boxes from the start on. Now
    this is done by the customer themselves, who
    build the box at the end user.

For Box 2, limited fi eld research has been conducted. 
Due to the fact that it was not in producti on at the ti me. 
One feasible possibility was to make adjustments for 
a customer who already had Box 2 installed. Through 
this method, VKI was able to solve some of the issues 
that the customer had reported. One problem was the 
signifi cant gap in the door that allowed customers to 
see outside the box even when the door was closed. 
Additi onally, an interview was conducted with one of 
the developers of Box 2 and the project manager (who 
was the same person as Box 1’s project manager). 
Further, a new box intended to replace a prototype 
was constructed and tested at VKI, marking the second 
possibility of fi eld research with this type of box. The box 
was constructed primarily by inexperienced mechanics. 
One of the experienced mechanics only assisted during 
the placement of the door. Although the design was 
revised to improve its neatness, it sti ll had minor 
imperfecti ons. Additi onally, a fi nal fi eld investi gati on 
was conducted to resolve the problem of the gap 
between the glass door and the box. The gap closed 
when pressure was applied to the top corner. Therefore, 
a diagonal steel cable strut was mounted from the top 
beam to the bott om beam in an att empt to reduce the 
gap in the box’s shape. However, even aft er trying at 
various locati ons, it was found to be ineff ecti ve.

 Conclusions
Box 1
 - Many issues arise during the producti on
    process. Some of them can be resolved by
    changing the manufacturing process. For
    example, the fact that the buckling frame is
    not always welded in the middle to the top
    beam can be resolved by creati ng a mold for
    the welding. Others require redesign, such as
    the side window, which is a complex and
    criti cal aspect of the manufacturing process
    that requires redesign to resolve.
 - Many practi cal errors have been made, such
    as the visibility of welding lines. This issue
    can be addressed through two soluti ons:
    

D  Problem analysis
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 modifying the powder coat or programming
 the laser to turn the tube in the appropriate
 manner to prevent welding lines from being
 visible when the assembly is complete. However,
 some decisions are not under VKI’s control,
 parti cularly regarding the desired matt e black
 coat requested by the customer. But if the
 customer were to choose a powder coat with
 a sandy texture, which remains matt e black, any
 small damages and the welding line would be
 concealed within this coat.

Box 2
 - The most important problem to solve is the
    ability to level the product, as the door cannot
    be fi xed by any other means.
 - A major contributi ng factor to these issues
    is the lack of ti me devoted to developing these
    boxes; both design and manufacturing were
    completed within a week.
 - The design is a source of many problems such
    as the chatt ering of a straight profi le on the
    tube. This is because the weld lacks strength,
    there are insuffi  cient welding locati ons, and
    warping occurs due to the heat of welding.

 RAMSSHEEP 
To identi fy areas for improvement, the RAMSSHEEP 
parameters were used to analyze the current VKI boxes. 
RAMSSHEEP is a method to asses a product on its 
Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Safety, Health, 
Environment, Economics and Politi cs. This method 
fi nds opportuniti es for improvement and highlights 
the current boxes’ strengths. A clear explanati on of all 
the parameters and how they are understood, as well 
as the complete analysis, can be found in Appendix 2. 
The parameters and their design guidelines are used to 
analyze the current product. This chapter presents the 
conclusions.

Box 1
Opportuni� es
 - There are many unnecessary parts, so the
    amount of parts can be reduced.
 - An indicati on of what is broken can help for
    faster repair and a lower down ti me.
 - An alternati ve to using felt for sound
    insulati on in the box is recommended due to its
    lack of environmental friendliness.
 - Standardize used screws; these are not
    specifi ed in drawings so they can change over
    ti me. Therefore other tools may be necessary.

 - Bett er assembly manual; not for the mechanic
    on locati on but for the assembler at VKI. They
    do not always know what they are doing
    (conclusion of fi eld research) and may cause
    the mechanic on site more problems instead of
     helping them.
 - Comply to norms and diff erenti ate the box from
    competi ti on.

Strong points
 - Modular
 - Very sturdy, rigid
 - High quality, long lifeti me materials
 - Not much maintenance is required next to
    cleaning

Box 2
Opportuni� es
 - Reduce the amount of parts that have to be
    transported from VKI to the customer’s
    locati on, like Box 1.
 - An indicati on of what is broken can help for
    faster repair and a shorter down ti me.
 - Due to more parts and non-modular parts the
    repair ti me is higher than with modular
    components. This also means that the down
    ti me is longer.
 - Self-tapping screws cannot be used over and
    over again, not ideal for disassembly.
    Furthermore, these leave steel chip on the site
    of the assembly. That has to be cleaned and
    can damage the rest of the parts during
    assembly.
 - An alternati ve to using felt for sound
    insulati on in the box is recommended due to its
    lack of environmental friendliness.
 - Redesign the box in such a way that it is
    modular.
 - Comply to norms and diff erenti ate the box from
    competi ti on.
 - Overall constructi on could be bett er.

Strong points
 - Not much maintenance is required next to
    cleaning.
 - Standard screws and tools can be used to
    assemble and disassemble the box.
 - High quality, long life ti me materials.
 - Lighter parts (but more…).

 FMEA
A Failure Modes and Eff ects Analysis (FMEA) has been 
conducted for both boxes. This analysis provides 
insights into the product’s risks and opportuniti es for 
opti mizati on. These fi ndings are important in order to 
avoid them in the redesign, but also to fi nd opportuniti es 
for the redesign.  First, a brainstorm is conducted to 
identi fy potenti al failures, which are then analyzed for 
their impact, causes, severity, occurrence, and detecti on 
probability. One issue with this analysis is that the FMEA 
is subjecti ve, as data is not measured, in this case, for 
factors such as occurrence. These numbers are based on 
the author’s expectati ons and knowledge. Thus, these 
numbers may vary if another individual were to conduct 
the same analysis. Nevertheless, the FMEA provides 
valuable insight into potenti al failures and opportuniti es. 
The most signifi cant risks for each box are listed below, 
representi ng the primary opportuniti es for improvement. 
The complete FMEA of both boxes can be found in 
Appendix 3.

Box 1
 - A possibility of levelling the box should be
    added, because now the box does not fi t
    together well if the fl oor is not completely
    level. Also, extra gaps are visible due to a non
    fl at fl oor.
 - Venti lati on, electronics and wiring have to be
    done correctly; should get extra att enti on.
    Currently the wiring etc. are laying on the
    ceiling of the box collecti ng dust.

Box 2
 - It should be specifi ed which screws should be
    used for each of the parts, to prevent wrong
    screws in the wrong parts which can cause
    damages or loosen up parts.
 - A possibility of levelling the box should be
    added. This is more important than in Box 1,
    because there is a rigid frame on the bott om.
    If the fl oor is not level the box will never be
    level and problems like a hanging door and the
    resulti ng torque can never be resolved.
 - Venti lati on, electronics and wiring have to be
    done correctly; should get extra att enti on.
    Currently the wiring etc. are laying on the
    ceiling of the box collecti ng dust.

Conclusion
Numerous issues arise during the course of this analysis. 
The matt ers outlined in this chapter are key points to 
keep in mind when developing concepts and can be an 
inspirati on for brainstorming, but also for requirements. 
Key points are aspects that can receive focus while 
designing the product. For example, a requirement 
could be introduced to allow for box leveling, which 
would not only solve the problem of problem of non-
square products, but also solve related problems such 
as the gap between the door and Box 2. Important to 
note is that these requirements will determine the 
design’s focus.  However, it is crucial to identi fy what 
needs to be resolved and what is of lesser importance. 
The FMEA highlights key points with the RPN, but it is 
also important to determine what the focus of the new 
product development will be. What should be the focus 
of improvement and what should be less important. 
For opti mizing Box 1, producti on process changes 
off er the most potenti al for addressing problems.  
This is especially true since the customer intends to 
maintain the current design, which limits the scope 
for opti mizati on. Uti lizing a welding mold to install the 
buckling frame precisely in the middle of the top beam is 
an eff ecti ve way to opti mize, as previously menti oned.

Puzzle piece 2:
In this phase of the thesis, several key points have been found. For example, the 
RAMSSHEEP highlights that the ease of built for Box 2 is very low. So, for the new design a 
point of focus, or key point, could be ‘ease of built’.

In this phase of the thesis, several key points have been found. For example, the 
RAMSSHEEP highlights that the ease of built for Box 2 is very low. So, for the new design a 
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E  Market analysis

To develop an opti mized redesign and explore potenti al new market demands, market research is conducted. 
Before any design decisions are made, it is important to compare diff erent boxes based on their characteristi cs and 
services. This helps to determine which aspects are required to fi t into the market and which aspects disti nguish 
certain boxes from the competi ti on and fi ll a market gap. Market research is crucial to make an informed decision 
since its conclusions can infl uence the decision-making process. The objecti ve is to identi fy market opportuniti es and 
determine if they align with VKI’s goals and objecti ves. However, before conducti ng market research, it is essenti al to 
have a basic understanding of the product characteristi cs in order to compare and identi fy the best opportuniti es for 
VKI to pursue.

Additi onally, it is emphasized that most of the boxes have 
a fl oor, which all current VKI designs do not have.

The dB reducti on is lower in the higher price range 
compared to the others. However, it is diffi  cult to draw 
a solid conclusion since only 2 boxes indicate their dB 
reducti on in the low price range, while 6 indicati ons 
are present in the high price range. As a result, one can 
conclude that the indicati on of dB reducti on is more 
crucial in higher price ranges.  This holds true for norms 
as well, considering that they become more signifi cant in 
higher price ranges than in lower ones. 

Of course, it should be noted that the following results 
are based on the analysis of only around six boxes per 
range, thus providing a general overview of the current 
competi ti on. Nonetheless, they eff ecti vely summarize 
the key features per price range and their minimum 
requirements. 

One “gap” exists in the price segment of Box 1 (medium). 
There are relati vely few products available that off er 
comparable specifi cati ons to Box 1. To address this, 
there is a redesign opportunity to create a new silence 
box at the lower end of the medium price range that can 
achieve the same quality standards and provide similar 
customizati on opti ons to the customer as Box 1.

One confusing observati on is that as the price of the 
product increases, the number of power plugs decreases. 
It is oft en assumed that this feature is more common in 
higher priced boxes than in lower priced boxes, but this 
is not true. It is unclear if the analysis of only six boxes 
could have infl uenced this result, or if having just one 
plug is suffi  cient.  

The market off ers a wide variety of boxes, indicati ng a 
saturati on that does not necessitate the creati on of new 
designs. However, VKI remains determined to develop a 
new box, so this analysis is not about whether there is a 
need for a box and whether the new design can fi ll a gap 
in the market, but rather an explorati on of the market, 
especially since VKI is not really known in this market.

Due to the numerous opti ons are currently available 
online, the analysis is segmented into three disti nct price 
ranges: low (€ 0 - € 6000), medium (€ 6000 - € 10000) 
and high (€ 10000+). Each category includes at least six 
competi tors, with required informati on such as price and 
furniture inclusion. The boxes that are investi gated can 
be found in the references, under the heading ‘market 
research’. 

To provide a comprehensive overview and make fair 
comparisons between brands, it is essenti al to fi rst 
determine the size of the box. This will ensure a more 
precise assessment of the products. Comparing a 
one-person box to a six-person box can be diffi  cult, 
considering various factors such as price and capacity. 
Therefore, it is decided to analyze the single boxes that 
can accommodate only one person. Further analysis 
with diff erent sizes is unlikely to yield relevant results, 
as larger boxes have varying sizes and capaciti es for 
occupants, making fair comparisons diffi  cult. For each 
price range, a minimum of six boxes are examined. 
The numbers in the “Assembly” column indicate the 
quanti ty of boxes that either include (yes) or exclude 
(no) assembly in the product’s price. In the low price 
range, fi ve out of the six boxes do not incorporate on-site 
assembly, while in the high price range, fi ve out of six 
boxes include on-site assembly within the product price 
A summary of this analysis is displayed in table 2.

In conclusion, there is not a signifi cant diff erence 
between the boxes in disti nct price ranges. The variance 
is mainly observed in assembly and customer freedom. 
Customer freedom refers to the number of color and 
material choices available, for instance. The term ‘much’ 
denotes at least ten color choices and fi ve material 
choices.

A few other points need to be highlighted as well. These 
observati ons in the analysis are peculiar, parti cularly for 
the market:
 - There is inadequate informati on provided,
    as only a few specifi cati ons are clearly
    indicated. For instance, some menti on their
    dB noise reducti on without indicati ng the
    source of that number. This is concerning,
    as the product is high-priced and is expected to
    have well-defi ned specifi cati ons and
    justi fi cati on for its price. Despite this,
    companies conti nue to buy it in large
    quanti ti es.
 - The shapes are quite the same, square and
    rectangular, is there a reason behind this?
 - A lot of the boxes have a regular closing
    mechanism (like a door in a house), and do not
    use a magnet, like the current designs of VKI

As a fi nal note to this analysis, the following features 
should be included or added for a competi ti ve advantage 
in the redesign of the box as requirements:

Low:
 - (Almost) no customer freedom
 - Power plug
 - Competi ti ve advantage:
  o Include furniture
  o No fl oor
 
Medium:
 - Customer freedom
 - Included furniture (for 1 person box)
 - Power plug
 - Competi ti ve advantages:
  o No fl oor
  o Include norms
 
High:
 - High customer freedom
 - Power plug
 - Including assembly on locati on 
 - Competi ti ve advantage:
  o No fl oor
  o Include norms
  o Include furniture

Despite the saturated market, there remains an 
opportunity to develop a box that stands out from the 
current off erings. Moreover, many boxes do not diff er 
signifi cantly in terms of shape and materials used. 
Another notable observati on is that, despite the lack of 
informati on resources, customers are surprisingly willing 
to spend money on the box.

Figure 10. Low price range silence box ‘Akoesti sche belcel P-booth’ 
(Akoesti sche Belcel P-booth, n.d.)

Figure 11.  Medium price range silence box ‘quiet.box 
concentrati ewerkplek van König + Neurath’ (QUIET.BOX 

Concentrati ewerkplek Van König + Neurath, n.d.)

Figure 12. High price range silence box ‘Qabin Call’ (Ahrend, n.d.)

Figure 10. Low price range silence box ‘Akoesti sche belcel P-booth’ 

Figure 11.  Medium price range silence box ‘quiet.box 
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Price range Minimal requirements to fi t into the price range Min/max € Assembly
Low
(< €6000)

- Minimal color choice
- No material choice
- 50/50 furniture included
- Average 35,5 dB reducti on (2 ti mes indicated)
- No norms 
- Average of 1,5 power plugs
- With fl oor (100% of the analyzed boxes)

€2650 No (5)

Medium
(€6000 - €10 000)

- Lots of color choices
- Almost no material choice but if there the choice is big
- Furniture included
- Average 35,67 dB reducti on (3 ti mes indicated)
- 50/50 includes norms
- Average of 1,33 power plugs
- With fl oor (100% of the analyzed boxes

€6091 No (4)

High
(>€10 000)

- Lots of color choices
- A few material choices 
- 50/50 furniture included
- Average 32,4 dB reducti on (6 ti mes indicated) 
- 50/50 included norms
- Average of 1 power plug
- With fl oor (100% of the analyzed boxes)

€15875 Yes (5)

Table 2. A summary of price ranges and their characteristi cs

25

 4. Design strategy
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 Strategy

When designing or redesigning a product, research is conducted in order to uncover any problems and gather 
detailed informati on. Once this research phase is complete, it is used as a base for the redesign. Furthermore, a part 
of this informati on can be turned into requirements, which will create a structure to fall back onto in any phase of 
the process and when decisions are made. In order to create these requirements, some fi rst design choices must be 
made. One of these decisions include determining the focus for this project. Which of the found key points are more 
important than the other key points, and why. Furthermore, in the market research the fi rst decision has presented 
itself: What price range does VKI want to place their redesign? This will have an eff ect on the possible decisions that 
can and should be made later in the process. For example, choosing the low price range means that the materials 
of which the box will be made can not be of the highest quality. This choice and their eff ect should be examined, in 
order to be able to make a well-informed design decision. Because, why would VKI want to place their box into a 
specifi c category, and not in another category? This chapter discusses which strategic choices could been made and 
why certain directi ons are more preferable than others, to make a more informed strategic decision.

a

In the case of the silence box, price range, customer 
freedom, business strategy (PSS), and material decisions 
appeared to be the choices to be made. Upon examining 
each opti on, more interdependencies were discovered 
than initi ally anti cipated. In parti cular, price range has an 
impact on all the aspects. To clarify, the strategic choice 
of the materials will be explained.

The opti ons for materials include:
 - Using the materials that VKI already uses
 - Investi gate new materials that are more
    sustainable or more sound insulati ng. 

The choice of materials is infl uenced by the product’s 
intended price range for the market. If VKI aims to sell 
the product at a lower price point, it would be more 
logical to opt for materials already available within the 
company as they possess familiarity with its processing 
and have a purchasing advantage due to a higher 
demand (from VKI) for the same material.

Decision making can be done in a few ways. One way is 
for the designer to determine the focus based on their 
vision and interpretati on of the project and the business; 
however, it may not be fully underpinned. The business 
owner may rely on their intuiti on to make decisions, 
but this approach may lack suffi  cient support and it can 
be infl uenced by personal biases. In practi ce, it may be 
convenient to make decisions based solely on the owner 
or manager’s preferences. However, it is important to 
consider the best opti on and which approach aligns most 
eff ecti vely with the company’s goals. So how can the best 
approach be found and which approach fi ts the company 
the best?

Before designing the product, an explorati on of strategic 
aspects was undertaken. During this investi gati on, crucial 
strategic decisions were found, such as the product’s 
pricing target.  This decision plays a signifi cant role in the 
rest of the product design. Consequently, some design 
choices are altered to align with the pricing strategy. To 
illustrate this, consider the following example:

A designer is tasked with developing a coff ee maker, 
considering the low, medium, and high price range 
opti ons. Extensive research is done to establish a 
comprehensive list of requirements. Assuming the 
company wants the product to fall in the low price 
range, this immediately determines whether to create 
an electric or manual machine. Logically, the designer 
cannot craft  an electric coff ee machine of good quality 
in a low price range, assuming it to be a requirement. 
Therefore, this initi al design decision serves as a 
fi lter for the next design decisions that can be made. 
Creati ng a manual coff ee maker, such as a pour over 
or a French press (as Figure 13), would be more cost-
eff ecti ve. In additi on, Figure 13 illustrates that the type 
of coff eemaker to be designed depends on the type of 
coff ee desired; a lungo or an espresso? Ulti mately, the 
design choices made will impact future design opti ons 
available and the fi nal outcome of the product.

VKI purchases more supplies simultaneously and 
eff ecti vely minimizes waste as they repurpose the 
remaining sheet aft er creati ng a secti on for the box.

Introducing new materials can lead to improved 
sustainability and easier recyclability, reducing the 
overall environmental impact and providing a marketable 
advantage for the new box. This way, the box can stand 
out from the thousands of other boxes on the market. 
However, uti lizing a novel material results in the loss of 
the bulk advantage, potenti ally increasing the cost of the 
new box. Alternati vely, the new material could be used in 
other products already manufactured by VKI, in order to 
regain the bulk advantage. To use this material in more 
products, some minor adjustments may be necessary to 
ensure compliance with VKI’s current clients. Another 
opti on would be to design the box in such a way that, 
with a standard size of new material, there would be 
litt le or no waste in the producti on of the box.  Another 
important aspect to consider is whether the material 
aligns with the current producti on process. If not, it 
may be necessary to acquire a new machine or skills in 
order to use the material. This can result in increased 
expenses. A more detailed analysis of the other three key 
points can be found in Appendix 4. 

The analysis revealed more underlying relati ons and 
connecti ons between multi ple product aspects than 
initi ally expected. For example, the key point ‘material’ 
has an eff ect on the size of the box and its price. So, 
the key points do not only aff ect the design, but they 
also aff ect each other, what then infl uences the design. 
During the initi al research phase, the analysis of the 
box’s functi ons revealed a two-way relati onship between 
two of its functi ons. These relati ons were expected to be 
resolved with the explanati on in Appendix 4. However, 
the informati on currently available is insuffi  cient for a 
decision, as it only indicates that several aspects impact 
others but not the precise ways in which they do so. 
By just choosing with this informati on, VKI will go into 
the wild with no preparati on, and everything can and 
will be changed any day. Furthermore, how will this 
new product with its design choices integrate with the 
company and is it the opti mal soluti on? Will the design 
fi t the portf olio of VKI?

 The importance of a Design strategy
As menti oned before, it is possible for project managers 
or owners to make decisions solely based on their 
preferences, which can be biased and not aligned 
with the best interests of the company’s portf olio. 
Additi onally, these changes can occur frequently, 
disrupti ng the development process and causing delays 
that increase costs. One soluti on to address this issue 
and answer the above-posed questi ons could be to 
implement a design strategy.

The defi niti on of design strategy according to Orozco 
(2023): ‘the intersecti on between business profi tability 
and value for people’. So why is such design strategy 
important for this project? Why is a design strategy of 
importance in overall product design?

An overall logic reasoning behind a design strategy is that 
the appointed decisionmakers can make a bett er decision 
with a strategy than without. Lockwood (2010) describes 
the role of design strategy in business as ‘clarify design 
att ributes and design policy’ that defi nes and guides 
as a conti nuous process. ‘Design strategy sets directi on 
and road map, and is criti cal to helping an organizati on 
become more design minded’ (Lockwood 2009). So, 
the design strategy acts as a base and guide during the 
product development process.

The previously menti oned reason is one that occurred 
during the course of this project: the designer could not 
make certain decisions without the available informati on, 
but the use of a design strategy made it possible to 
access more detailed informati on, especially about the 
directi ons. Directi onal choices are no longer opti ons, 
because the strategy has already determined the focus 
of the project and the design. A design strategy off ers 
a framework and facilitates informed decision-making, 
providing greater potenti al for success and meeti ng 
expectati ons, and requirements compared to operati ng 
without a strategy.

Figure 13. Types of coff ee makers (Bobak 2023)

Puzzle piece 3:
Some additi onal connecti ons (relati onships) between key points have been discovered. It is 
not limited to just the correlati on between the ‘distracti on shielding’ and ‘sound proofi ng’ 
functi ons. These interconnecti ons are quite complex, as they all aff ect each other, not one 
point to another, but one point to three other points. As a result, it becomes a diffi  cult task 
to determine which of these factors is the most crucial and what this means for the other 
points of focus.

point to another, but one point to three other points. As a result, it becomes a diffi  cult task 
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Furthermore, another obvious reason of the importance 
of a strategy is to increase the feasibility of your 
design goal. This can be underpinned by the paper of 
Diaz et al., (2022) which focuses on circular product 
design strategies: ‘Circular product design focuses on 
developing products able to pass through multi ple life 
cycles (Moreno et al., 2016). This is enabled through 
design strategies that allow the preservati on and 
recovery of products functi onaliti es, physical integrity 
and embedded materials or energy for use in subsequent 
product lifecycles.’ The goal here is to create a circular 
product, that are ‘kept in the economic system for as 
long as possible’ (Diaz et al., 2022), by using a specifi c 
design strategy, for example Design for Sustainability. By 
creati ng a structure with the design strategy, there is a 
higher feasibility of actually reaching that goal with the 
fi nished design. 

But a design strategy is important for another reason as 
well. ‘Strategic development of design can be explained 
as a way of developing and using design that is rooted in 
the company’s overall strategy, and which should help 
the company build its positi on and reputati on, achieve 
its goals and strengthen its competi ti veness or other 
value creati on.’ In this sentence, Grimsgaard (2022) 
argues that a design strategy helps create a competi ti ve 
advantage, as well as building its brand identi ty and 
company reputati on. The latt er is underpinned in the 
following sentence: ‘Strategic design links design and 
marketi ng together and brings design into the company’s 
management and boardroom as part of corporate 
development and branding’ (Grimsgaard, 2022). Design 
strategies help bridging informati on gaps between 
diff erent departments and fi elds of experti se within a 
company, which positi vely result in a product portf olio 
that is aligned with the business’ goals. By aligning goals, 
the desired market positi on is more likely to be achieved, 
creati ng a competi ti ve advantage.

Other papers menti on this as well: ‘Strategy makes 
an organizati on conduct acti viti es in a disti ncti ve way 
from its competi tors, pivotal competences facilitate 
disti ncti veness and diversity adopti on, which ulti mately 
provide the organizati on with competi ti ve advantage’ 
(De Toni and Tonchia, 2003). De Toni and Tonchia 
(2003) discuss in this sentence that by using a strategy, 
a company can diff erenti ate itself in a way that is 
impossible for competi tors to copy, thus creati ng a 
competi ti ve advantage.

‘The key factor for sustaining profi tability in the modern 
competi ti ve market is the possession of a competi ti ve 
advantage, and the necessary requirements for 
competi ti ve advantage is to possess an appropriate 
strategy’ (Gabbar, 2007). Gabbar believes that 
implementi ng a design strategy is essenti al to gaining a 
competi ti ve advantage.

According to Lee et al. (2022) incorporati ng the kano 
model in a design strategy in diff erent ways can bridge 
the informati on gap between customers and provider/
manufacturer to ‘maximize users’ sati sfacti on and 
improve customer sati sfacti on’. By using the kano model 
introduced by Kano et al. (1984) the customers’ needs 
and sati sfacti on can be measured, which creates more 
customer understanding. With this understanding, a 
product with greater potenti al for success on customer 
requirements identi fi ed in the Kano model can be 
achieved. Without this knowledge, the product has 
less chance to fulfi ll a need, whether it is known or 
not. Therefore, design strategies help enhance user 
experience and sati sfacti on.

Background informati on:
The kano model introduced by Kano et al. (1984) is a 
model that maps customers sati sfacti on. ‘The model 
brings a diff erent perspecti ve in order to analyze the 
possibiliti es of improving the quality of products and 
services because it takes into account the nonlinear 
relati onship between performance and sati sfacti on’ 
(Paraschivescu and Cotî rlet, 2012). The model assesses 
the importance of quality att ributes in a product or 
service and classifi es them into several categories based 
on customer preferences. For instance, the ‘Must-be’ 
att ribute refers to ‘the basic quality requirements of the 
quality of the product (Paraschivescu and Cotî rlet, 2012). 
Leaving this att ribute out leads to immediate customer 
dissati sfacti on, although the inclusion of this att ribute 
does not imply customer sati sfacti on.

The paper of Zhang et al, (2023), uses the same model to 
create a framework ‘for mining customer requirements 
from initi al and supplementary reviews to extract 
consumer product att ributes and capture the dynamic 
changes of these att ributes over ti me. This is a valuable 
att empt at customer centric product design based on 
both initi al and supplementary reviews.’ This paper is 
also focused on creati ng a design strategy by uti lizing 
modern customer informati on platf orms. This enables 
a bett er understanding of customer needs which helps 
enhance the user experience and sati sfacti on for future 
product development.

Furthermore, design strategies are driving innovati on 
and creati vity. In the paper of Norman and Verganti  
(2014), two types of innovati on are disti nguished, but 
both innovati ons are driven by design strategies. The 
example of Nintendo displays this: ‘Nintendo declined to 
focus on the technology dimension (improving graphics) 
but instead on the meaning dimension (strategy) in 
video games, opposed to Microsoft  and Sony. With 
the introducti on of the Nintendo Wii, console games 
opened upon outside the normal, small niche of skilled 
expert and let the enti re family play video games.’ With 
this innovati on, they expanded to a whole new market 
outside the niche segment of skilled game players. In this 
example, Sony and Microsoft  are focusing on incremental 
innovati on, while Nintendo took an opportunity for 
radical innovati on, both driven by diff erent design 
strategies. 

In the paper of Ludden et al. (2008), they argue why 
surprise can be a design strategy. This strategy makes 
use of the ‘visual-tactual incongruiti es in product design 
and the variety of strategies that create interesti ng 
and original products.’ This design strategy also drives 
innovati on and creati vity, but by creati ng unique, 
surprising products a competi ti ve advantage can be 
created as well. 

And Lu & Hsiao (2019) agree: ‘Good design strategy helps 
to improve product competi ti veness and creati vity in the 
new product development phase.’
A last argument for a design strategy: ‘Generally 
speaking, the design strategy is convergent, but it will 
be divergent and convergent at diff erent stages of the 
design process’ (Cross ,1994). ‘Specifi cally, product 
design is regarded as a problem-solving acti vity and 
divergence can expand the search scope of soluti ons, 
so as to fi nd more creati ve design ideas and new design 
needs’ (Goldchmidt, 1997). ‘On this basis, convergence 
is not only to fi nd suitable sub-soluti ons, but also 
to evaluate the opti mal design scheme from a large 
number of alternati ves.’ (Hsiao and Chou, 2004) With 
this paragraph is said that a design strategy is integrates 
several enti ti es together creati ng an opti mal design 
scheme, and thus creati ng a structure that can increase 
the chance of good design outcomes. 

So, why is a design strategy important for this project and 
new product development?
 - Aligning design with the business goals
 - Diff erenti ati ng from competi tors
 - Enhancing user experience and sati sfacti on
 - Driving innovati on and creati vity
 - Strategy provides structure increasing the
    chance of good outcomes
 - Create a base and guide during the product
    development process

 Exploration of relationships between 
key points
Once it is established that a design strategy is necessary 
to organize the relati onships found between the key 
points, all relati onships must be explored fi rst. To 
accomplish this, a mind map was created to represent 
what is associated with a silencing box. Any topic that 
popped up is a key point and could have an underlying 
relati onship which should be explored. Figure 14 displays 
the resulti ng mind map with the found key points.

Aft erward, separate mind maps were generated for each 
key point to explore the relati onships between the other 
key points. This step was taken because in puzzle piece 
3, interconnecti ons between key points were found. 
These interconnecti ons also infl uence the end result 
of the redesign. Figure 15 displays one of the separate 
mind maps, which indicates which key points are 
infl uenced by the main key point of that map. The term 
“main key point” refers to the key point being explored 
in this map, such as “customer freedom” in Figure 15. 
The third step involved determining whether the main 
aspect has a positi ve or negati ve infl uence on the others. 
Additi onally, this is dependent on whether the main 
aspect is negati ve or positi ve. For example, if the product 
is modular, it is easier to standardize the product, leading 
to positi ve eff ects. On the other hand, if the product is 
not intended to be modular, the standardizati on process 
could be more challenging (This is debatable because 
some assumpti ons and logical reasoning are needed to 
determine the precise impact). The relati onship type 
(negati ve, positi ve) is also shown in Figure 15 for the 
“customer freedom” key point.

Moreover, this map provides additi onal detail by 
indicati ng and categorizing (positi ve, negati ve) the 
links between the diff erent aspects related to the 
main factors. For instance, in Figure 15, the previously 
menti oned example can be applied again. A modular 
design is recognized to have a favorable impact on 
standardizati on.
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However, standardizati on also aff ects the price in its own 
way. If the design is modular, the product becomes easier 
to standardize, resulti ng in a positi ve impact on pricing. 
This is because standardized design eventually leads to 
lower fi nal costs. Furthermore, standardizati on has a 
positi ve impact on sustainability by preventi ng waste. 
Increasing standardizati on can have a signifi cant role 
in waste reducti on, thus contributi ng to environmental 
preservati on. This, in turn, leads to a more sustainable 
design or product. This is also infl uenced by many other 
factors, such as the material. The type and standard size 
of the material used directly impact the amount of waste 
produced during manufacturing. Contrarily, the standard 
size of the material used can determine the size of the 
box. 

It is evident that these relati onships form a complex 
interdependent system with no clear right or wrong 
path. The discovered relati onships, established through 
the creati on of mind maps featuring main key points 
and their aff ected key points, can all be combined into 
an overview in Figure 16. This overview diagram refl ects 
the complexity of the design project, parti cularly in the 
absence of a design strategy.

Puzzle piece 4:
Figure 14 is actually the summary of all found key points, 
and a good method of fi nding these. But without the 
other three puzzle pieces, not all key points would have 
been found. 

Figure 14. Mind map silence box

Figure 15. Mind map main key point customer freedom

Figure 16. Gephi map
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It has been researched why a design strategy is 
important, but this is a ‘real life’ example coming forward 
in practi ce. So, now it is clear that a design strategy is 
required, this adds another questi on:

How can a design strategy be created?

Logically, the company’s design strategy could be used. 
However, VKI does not have a specifi c design strategy. 
Therefore, an alternati ve approach for developing a 
design strategy is necessary. 

In this chapter, it has been determined that this redesign 
case is more complex than originally anti cipated. 
So at this point the primary objecti ve of this thesis 
has changed from the redesign of a silence box and 
the opti mizati on of an existi ng silence box to the 
determinati on of how to create a design strategy. 
Therefore, a thorough investi gati on was required to 
enable the redesign of the silence box. The goal of 
the investi gati on is the reducti on of complexity and 
ulti mately the development of a design strategy. 
Therefore, the focus is now on creati ng an eff ecti ve 
design strategy rather than simply redesigning the 
soundproof box. Therefore, no steps were taken 
towards redesigning the silence box, but rather towards 
developing a proper strategy, since the “normal” 
approach was not suffi  cient to get to a redesign in this 
case. It should be noted that this investi gati on was 
applied to the case of a silence box.

Referring back to the defi niti on of a design strategy 
according to Orozco (2023), determining the value 
for individuals is challenging since VKI lacks market 
experience. Conducti ng more market research and, if 
necessary, interviews with VKI’s customers’ customers 
could address this gap. However, the target group is not 
the primary focus of this project as VKI decides what to 
produce and the choices they off er to their customers 
and their customers’ customers. What choices does VKI 
aim to off er its customers? How does this fi t the image 
that is expected from VKI? Does it fi t their product 
portf olio? It is evident that the business strategy plays 
a signifi cant role in the design strategy, as business 
profi tability is a crucial factor here. Thus, the questi on 
arises: how can a business strategy be translated into a 
design strategy?

The importance of a business strategy
Before being able to answer this questi on, it is important 
to consider why integrati ng the business strategy into 
the design strategy is necessary. While meeti ng customer 
expectati ons in alignment with the brand identi ty of VKI 
is one reason, there are other factors to consider as well.

Grimsgaard (2022) says: ‘Design is part of the overall 
strategy. Using design that is rooted in the company’s 
overall strategy, and which should help the company 
build its positi on and reputati on, achieve its goals and 
strengthen its competi ti veness or other value creati on.’ 
She states that design and business are directly related, 
and that design helps achieving the business strategy. 
Therefore, the design needs to have an aligned focus 
with the business strategy. 

Furthermore, Heather (2007) argues that the business 
strategy initi ates design, but contrarily, without design, 
there is no extra value and thus no business: ‘Design 
is initi ated by the challenge for businesses to stay 
ahead of the curve calls for new ways of strategizing for 
future success. By expanding the applicati ons of design 
methodologies and mindsets to business enterprises 
can move beyond mere survival and open up new 
possibiliti es for breakthrough growth strategies and 
organizati onal transformati on.’

And this is the same point that Liedtka (2010) is talking 
about: ‘Here’s why design needs business strategy: 
Because novelty does not necessarily create value. 
Furthermore, to survive long term, businesses need to be 
able to capture part of that value in the form of profi ts.’ 
Design can only be of value with a business or add extra 
value to it.

Another reason why a business strategy is crucial is 
because of the purpose it serves. The business strategy 
is the directi on or base to which fi �  ng design strategies 
should be chosen or created. That can be done with, 
for example, the opti mizati on approach by Lieder et al. 
(2017): ‘if the relevant business model has been chosen 
and the maximum additi onal design eff ort decided, it 
is possible to obtain the best fi �  ng allocati on of End-
of-Life strategies on component level.’ This approach 
opti mizes the design strategy for the chosen business 
model. First, a focus of the business is established, and 
the appropriate design strategy is chosen. Secondly, the 
design strategy should be aligned with these business 
goals. The approach is illustrated in Figure 17..

There is also a explorati ve approach that works the 
other way around, which is also illustrated in Figure 17. 
Diff erent end-of-life strategies are allocated to diff erent 
components to which the additi onal design eff orts are 
specifi ed. Finally, the business model through which 
the product is going to be delivered is decided. By 
going through these steps multi ple ti mes with diff erent 
iterati ons, the best design and business potenti als are 
explored (Lieder et al., 2017). Thus, this approach goes 
both ways; a design strategy needs the business strategy 
for directi on, but a business strategy also needs a design 
strategy for reaching it’s potenti al.  
 
The directi onal purpose can also be underpinned with 
another example given by Magrett a (2002). While the 
point that she is making is about the diff erence between 
business models and strategy, it is a good example of 
how business and design have an important relati onship 
as well. The example is as follows (Magrett a, 2002): 
‘While Dell’s direct business model laid out which value 
chain acti viti es Dell would do, the company sti ll had 
crucial strategic choices to make about which customers 
to serve and what kinds of products and services to 
off er.’ The latt er may be in the context of a business 
strategy, it also has eff ect on the design strategy: ‘in 
the 1990s, for example, while other PC makers focused 
on computers for the home market, Dell consciously 
chose to go aft er large corporate accounts, which were 
far more profi table. Other PC makers off ered low-end 
machines to lure in fi rst-ti me buyers. Michael Dell staked 
out his territory selling more powerful, higher margin 
computers’(Magrett a, 2002). While other PC makers 
focused on consumers, Dell focused on professionals 
which requires a diff erent design strategy, opposed to 
the design strategy required for a consumers market.

‘By pu�  ng project culture at the center of organizati onal 
decision-making, or at least bringing the idea of 
designing the whole product-system, strategic design 
needs to seek references and foundati ons in other areas 
of professional performance already used to companies 
and organizati ons’ decision-making process. It will have 
to bring together project competencies, personnel, and 
methods from areas such as management, marketi ng, 
and communicati on.’ (Scaletsky and da Costa, 2019). This 
is actually proposed by Verganti  (2009), who reasons that 
there are two essenti al points are required for design-
driven innovati on in strategic design. One of those 
essenti al points is ‘to place the main design competence 
in the center of organizati ons’ strategic decisions. 

Hansen and Grosse-Dunker (2013), argue that in 
order to successfully bring a functi on innovati on to 
the market, the business model needs to change. A 
functi on innovati on is an innovati on that is focused on 
how the product’s functi on is fulfi lled best, rather than 
concentrati ng on how to improve the product (Hansen 
and Grosse-Dunker, 2013). This is nicely displayed with 
an example in their paper: ‘a car manufacturer engaging 
in carsharing services follows an enti rely new value 
propositi on linked to new pricing and revenue models, 
completely changed sales organizati on, and new partners 
in the value chain’ (Hansen and Grosse-Dunker, 2013). 
Yes, the design strategy causes a need of change in 
business strategy but without this business strategy, it 
would be almost impossible to successfully bring this 
radical innovati on or ‘functi on innovati on’ to the market. 

Figure 17. The Opti mizati on and Explorati ve approach according to Lieder et al. (2017)
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In this chapter, the identi fi ed relati onships are used to generate potenti al requirements using Gephi soft ware. 
Gephi was previously used in the chapter ‘Exploring relati onships between key points’ to create an overview of all 
key points and relati onships, resulti ng in a complex map. This map is then used for the generati on of requirements 
by clustering the map. By doing so, the found interconnecti ons between the key points were further explored 
by determining their importance. Ranking them by importance revealed their eff ects and made them somewhat 
controllable. This fi ltering method eliminated less signifi cant key points and generated potenti al requirements. 
However, to use these requirements for the redesign, the business strategy must be employed as they are sti ll not 
explicit enough. In this way, the focus of the business strategy was translated into the requirements by selecti ng the 
requirements that fi t into the business strategy. 

So, to summarize, a business strategy is important to a 
design strategy because:
 - Initi ates new design
 - It has a purpose of directi on and foundati on for
    the design project
 - It enables a new design to be of value and add
    value to the business 

A main conclusion that can be drawn from both literature 
reviews on the importance of a design and business 
strategies is that they have an inevitable relati onship 
which goes both ways. They infl uence each other, 
dependent on the goal and focus of the company. 

Thus, the business strategy can be used to create a 
design strategy for this project. This can be done with the 
help of Gephi, the program used to create the map of 
Figure 16. 

The clustering process begins with the Gephi map shown 
in Figure 16, which shows all the essenti al key points 
and their interconnected relati onships related to a 
silence box. Key points are the aspects that can receive 
focus while designing the silence box. The initi al step 
involves organizing the map to minimize complexity by 
categorizing the key points into diff erent levels based on 
their corresponding relati ve importance. This analysis 
was conducted using the Gephi soft ware to calculate 
betweenness, which assesses the number of paths that 
must pass through a key point to access other key points. 
If a specifi c key point is of signifi cance to VKI, those with 
greater betweenness values are more likely to be the 
next important key point that needs to be made, or has 
the potenti al to be made, in the series of decisions. Key 
points with low betweenness values are unlikely to be 
the next important key point in the path the strategy 
takes, and are consequently eliminated during the map’s 
organizati on process.

For example, the ‘liability’ key point is not directly related 
to the ‘size’ key points. To reach the ‘size’ key point, the 
path goes through ‘use-oriented PSS’ or ‘result-oriented 
PSS’, then through ‘modularity’, and fi nally to the ‘size’ 
key point (see the red colored lines in Figure 18). What 
can be seen is that the more lines that lead to a key 
point, the more likely it is that this key point is one of 
the decisions that will come next. This is exactly what 
betweenness calculates: the relati ve importance of a 
key point compared to other key points. Clearly, the 
map depicted in Figure 18 implies that price is the most 
important key point, since most of the lines go to it.

Now that the map is somewhat organized, the step 
to requirements can be taken. However, since these 
requirements will shape the design strategy, it is essenti al 
to use the business strategy to determine the right focus. 
To do so, scenarios are created to explore the underlying 
relati onships of the key points. Gephi is used again as the 
tool to execute this task. Key points are extracted from 
the enti re network and then arranged into sets (clusters 
in Gephi). For instance, three to four key points are 
sett led at the outside of the map.

B  Clustering the map

Figure 18. The path from the key point ‘liability’ to ‘size’ in the Gephi 
map.
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By rerunning the algorithm, it becomes evident which 
nodes are more important of these sett led key points. 
The network is drawn towards the most important 
key point. Herby, a focus can be derived an thus a 
requirement. This also means that if the focus does not 
lie on the most important key point, the choice has a big 
eff ect on the most important key point.
The sets are determined by current designs, 
stakeholders, and logical infl uences. For instance, the 
material selecti on aff ects the noise reducti on capacity 
of the box, which in turn aff ects its pricing. Clusters 
lacking underlying relati onships between the key 
points are uninteresti ng, since they may create disti nct 
requirements for each keyword without combining or 
infl uencing one another. The comprehensive explanati on 
of the clusters and their outcomes is provided in 
Appendix 5. 

To illustrate and clarify the methodology outlined 
above, Set 6 will be explained. The Gephi network of 
Set 6 from Appendix 5 is shown in Figure 19, with the 
most important nodes in this case being ‘competi ti on’, 
‘accessories’ and ‘noise reducti on’. This grouping was 
determined by their logical relati onship; the inclusion 
of accessories and noise reducti on directly impacts 
the box’s competi ti ve advantage when compared to 
other products in the market. Aft er running the Gephi 
algorithm (Figure 20), the network clearly pulls towards 
both ‘accessories’ and ‘noise reducti on’. The unifying 
element between them is ‘competi ti on’, as they have no 
direct connecti on to each other. It is unnecessary to focus 
on ‘competi ti on’, as the competi ti ve advantage of the box 
is infl uenced by the other two aspects, as expected. Both 
‘accessories’ and ‘noise reducti on’ contribute equally, so 
prioriti zing one will inevitably result in less att enti on to 
the other. For instance, accessories play a crucial role in 
the modularity of the box as they should fi t on various 
modules and consti tute a module in its own right. In 
contrast, soundproofi ng is not a design considerati on, 
but instead the result of constructi on methods, material 
selecti on, and venti lati on. The other way round, the 
box should be sound-absorbing, thus the venti lati on 
should not produce more than (e.g.) 20 dB, and at the 
same ti me the material should be sound-insulati ng. 
However, further informati on is required to determine 
the signifi cance of both in terms of diff erenti ati on from 
competi tors. This is highly dependent on the customer 
and their requirements, regardless of the target group. 
This is because customers within the same target group 
may expect and want diff erent things. VKI is therefore 
free to determine its prioriti es and approach to revenue 
generati on. This can be determined by the business 
strategy. 

So, by using this cluster, it is clear that competi ti on 
is aff ected by the accessories and noise reducti on. 
Therefore, the two requirements that are created from 
this are:
 - Accessories: The modules should be designed
    in such a way, that if new, extra modules are
    developed later on, as litt le as possible
    components in modules should be replaced to
    be able to add the extra module. 
  o Since the only initi al requirement
     of VKI was that the box should be
     modular, this requirement is related to
     that initi al demand of VKI
 - Noise reducti on: The box should mute outside
    noise for at least (e.g.) 30 dB and should mute
    inside noise at least (e.g.) 15 dB. 
  o The amount of decibels that should be
     muted should be based on competi ti on
     and research. 

By analyzing the key points in small groups (clusters), 
more of their eff ects can be identi fi ed and organized. 
Through this organizati on, specifi c requirements have 
been generated. However, not all of them can be met 
and only certain aspects need to be focused on. Here, 
VKI sti ll needs to decide where to focus. The other found 
requirements can be found in Appendix 5.

Puzzle piece 5:
During the clustering, the underlying eff ects of every key points 
are found. So key points infl uence each other, which in return 
infl uences other key points; A infl uences B. But infl uenced B 
infl uences C and the infl uenced C infl uences A again. 

Figure 19. Gephi cluster set 6 before rerunning

Figure 20. Gephi cluster set 6 aft er rerunning
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 5. Van Keulen Interieurbouw’s Business strategy

 Business strategy

To determine the fi nal requirements for the redesign, the business strategy is employed. The business strategy should 
have a clear focus that can be used to disti nguish which requirements are in line with the strategy and which are not. 
The business strategy can then be used to translate the requirements into a design strategy.

VKI’s approach follows Porter’s diff erenti ati on strategy 
(Tanwar, 2013), which entails producing unique, custom-
designed products for customers. VKI’s products are 
characterized by their quality and reliability, as well as 
by a high level of customer sati sfacti on. Such off erings 
are considered premium products, providing them 
with a competi ti ve advantage because they are harder 
to duplicate, but on the expensive side of the market. 
VKI would rather have an unbreakable product than a 
product that breaks when the customer does something 
for which it was not designed. Additi onally, as VKI 
develops for both internal and customer development, 
the corresponding fi nancial risks increase, including 
concerns around investments and copycats. Overall, this 
business strategy lacks a specifi c target group or market 
focus, as well as a specifi c focus. The business strategy 
is not explicit enough to translate this into a design 
strategy. 

To map out who VKI is to their customers, a brand 
identi ty analysis (Figure 21) is done by using the brand 
identi ty prism model of Kapferer (2009). The brand 
identi ty prism depicts the brand identi ty of VKI in 6 
aspects, divided over 2 categories (Kapferer, 2009):
 - The constructed source and receiver: ‘a well
    presented brand has to be bale to be seen as
    a person and also as the stereotypical user’
    (Kapferer, 2009).
 - Eternalizati on and internalizati on: ‘a brand
    has social aspects that defi ne its external
    expression and aspects that are incorporated
    into the brand itself’ (Kapferer, 2009).

This prism can also be used later on, to evaluate whether 
the product fi t VKI their brand identi ty and portf olio. 

A

Figure 21. The brand identi ty of VKI using the brand identi ty prism
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For this project, the lack of an explicit business strategy 
across the company results in a disconnect between 
business and design strategies. This hinders eff ecti ve 
decision making and overall coherence. For instance, 
consider the decision of ‘customer freedom’: since VKI 
strives to provide great customer freedom (see Figure 
21, brand identi ty prism), it is obvious that the choice 
between complete customer freedom or no customer 
freedom is easy. With that choice, VKI will choose 
complete customer freedom. But the business strategy 
is not clear enough to determine whether VKI wants to 
off er its customers parti ally customer freedom in the 
form of modularity or just in color and material opti ons. 
How much customer freedom do they want to off er?

To identi fy the requirements, a clear focus is required. 
Although it was expected that VKI’s business strategy 
would provide this focus, it is not explicit enough to 
achieve this goal. VKI lacks a design strategy because 
there is no explicit business strategy to guide the design 
strategy.

Concepts
In order to fi nd this unspoken strategy, concepts have 
been generated. These were all generated with diff erent 
strategies per concept. Aft er the concept is generated, 
they were presented to several stakeholders to 
determine how these stakeholders make decisions. The 
presentati ons aimed to fi nd the underlying strategy by 
determining the personal strategy of each stakeholder. 
Then, similariti es and contradicti ons are evaluated into 
one strategy. 

To determine the unspoken strategy, 3 diff erent concepts 
with 3 strategies have been created. These concepts 
were not completely developed as in a design project. 
These concepts were designed without a certain 
design approach and proper requirements, but that is 
not important for their purpose.  The concepts were 
designed with a specifi c strategy aimed at understanding 
how and why respondents make choices in the absence 
of decision-making structures, and were used to identi fy 
the personal strategies they use when making decisions. 
In Figures 22 - 24, all three concepts, a small explanati on 
and their strategy can be found. The details of the 
concepts can be found in the Appendix 6.

Puzzle piece 6:
VKI’s business strategy is the fi nal required input. 

there is no explicit business strategy to guide the design 

VKI’s business strategy is the fi nal required input. 

During the author’s ti me at VKI and in the fi eld research, it became clear that decisions are sti ll made without always 
consulti ng the owner or a manager. Why not? Is there an implicit underlying strategy being applied by decision 
makers, including the owner? This questi on can be answered by seeking input from current stakeholders regarding 
their preferences for new design concepts and how they determine the best opti on. By uti lizing this method, 
one may identi fy the employed strategy and disti nguish between its similariti es and diff erences. Through this 
identi fi cati on, a design strategy can be formulated, since it was discovered that there is no explicit design as well as 
business strategy that is used within VKI.

 underlying strategies

Concepts
In order to fi nd this unspoken strategy, concepts have 
been generated. These were all generated with diff erent 
strategies per concept. Aft er the concept is generated, 
they were presented to several stakeholders to 
determine how these stakeholders make decisions. The 
presentati ons aimed to fi nd the underlying strategy by 
determining the personal strategy of each stakeholder. 
Then, similariti es and contradicti ons are evaluated into 
one strategy. 

To determine the unspoken strategy, 3 diff erent concepts 
with 3 strategies have been created. These concepts 
were not completely developed as in a design project. 
These concepts were designed without a certain 
design approach and proper requirements, but that is 
not important for their purpose.  The concepts were 
designed with a specifi c strategy aimed at understanding 
how and why respondents make choices in the absence 
of decision-making structures, and were used to identi fy 
the personal strategies they use when making decisions. 
In Figure 22 -24, all three concepts, a small explanati on 
and their strategy can be found. The details of the 
concepts can be found in the Appendix 6.

B
These 3 concept are presented to several stakeholders in 
this project. The stakeholders that are interviewed are:
 - Project manager of previous silence box
    projects.
 - Company owner that was part of the project of
    Box 1 & 3.
 - Technical developer that developed Box 3.
 - Lead technical planner & drawer that is
    involved in this project as a supervisor.

Figure 22. Concept Greenbox

Figure 23. Concept Multi box

Figure 24. Concept Flatpacker
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The interviewees are all internal stakeholders of this 
project. The owner of the company who parti cipated in 
Box 2’s project, was interviewed diff erently from the rest 
of the stakeholders because he was approached purely 
for a strategic standpoint that could compare with the 
other owner involved in the Box 1 and Box 3 projects.

The interviews were conducted using the following steps:
 - Presenti ng the 3 concepts: the Greenbox,
    Flatpacker and Multi box.
 - Let the interviewee choose one of the 3
    concepts with their initi al thoughts, without
    discussions.
 - Present the advantages and disadvantages of
    each concept, recommendati ons for future
    development, and facilitate a discussion
    between the designer and the interviewee
    about the ideas. A radar plot comparing all
    three concepts was used to help discuss this,
    which can be found in Figure 25. The method
    of building this radar plot can be found in
    Appendix 7.

Conclusion
The main conclusion drawn from these interviews is 
that while an internal underlying strategy exists, it is 
insuffi  ciently explicit to make strategic design decisions. 
These decisions ulti mately rest with the responsible 
individual of a given task or project, who may face ti me 
pressure in making them.

The primary focus for all fi ve respondents is price, which 
is not surprising when referring back to the Gephi map 
(Figure 16) and seeing that it is the biggest key point 
with the most lines going to it. It is important to note 
that this could be infl uenced by the fact that their goal 
in the Box 3 project is to outperform Box 1, especially in 
price. It is worth menti oning that during the interviews, 
the development of Box 3 was ongoing. But upon further 
investi gati on and during the author’s ti me within the 
company, it was found that price plays a big role in many 
projects.

Other common points raised during the interviews were 
modularity, customer freedom, and ease of producti on. 
Modularity is a logical requirement for the design of 
Box 3 and was also a prerequisite for the initi al project 
assignment. Furthermore, the owner stressed that 
modular thinking is not only important in product design 
but also in running the business. For instance, modular 
machines in producti on enhance fl exibility within 
the producti on environment. The focus on customer 
freedom is in line with the business’ strategy. Even 
though the strategy is not that explicit, this point of focus 
is translated well to their employees.

Lastly, the ease of producti on aspect is a predominant 
focus among the interviewees, which is understandable 
since VKI is a producti on company. All of the 
interviewees demonstrate a practi cal mindset that leads 
to such a focus point.

Figure 25. Radar plot of the three concepts, the current boxes  and their strategy

There are diff erences between the Box 3 project owner’s 
prioriti es and the project manager’s prioriti es. The owner 
prioriti zes soundproofi ng while the project manager 
focuses on competi ti on, norms, and ease of constructi on. 
These diff erences are understandable: the owner aims 
to create the best possible product to represent their 
company, while the project manager incorporates 
feedback from various stakeholders such as on-site 
mechanics and direct customers.

Remarkably, only the technical planner considers the 
long-term perspecti ve. The Greenbox was selected for its 
circularity potenti al by the technical planner despite it 
not being a key point of the planner’s personal strategy. 
In contrast, the other individuals primarily focused on 
short term objecti ves such as generati ng quick revenue 
and meeti ng present customer demands.

An underlying strategy emerges when all responses are 
plott ed on a radar chart. Two key points were menti oned 
by the majority of interviewees (5), while the other 
two were menti oned by four. The dominant, general 
unspoken strategy is:
 - Price
 - Modular
 - Customer freedom
 - Ease of producti on 

The personal strategies identi fi ed do not fully align with 
the overarching internal strategy, but a few points are 
used in their personal strategy. In Figures 27 - 30, these 
corresponding points (of the general unspoken strategy) 
are colored white.

Figure 26. Radar plot of the personal strategies

Figure 27. Personal strategy of the owner
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Figure 28. Personal strategy of the technical drawer

Figure 29. Personal strategy of the project manager

Figure 30. Personal strategy of the developer

45

 6.Test cases
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In this chapter, the personal and underlying strategies were applied to the current designs (Boxes 1, 2, and 3) as 
well as the concept designs (Greenbox, Flatpacker, and Multi box) of the silence box. In this way, the eff ects of these 
strategies were discovered: What are the consequences of applying a certain strategy and, more importantly, what 
does this mean for VKI? Who has what kind of infl uence on the designs and thus on the image of VKI? In this chapter, 
three aspects are examined:
 1. The alignment with the box’ strategy
 2. The alignment with the scores (radar plot) and strategy
 3. The alignment with the brand identi ty

 Test casesA
 Alignment of the concept designs
The concepts were created with a specifi c strategy, as shown in Figure B. Normally, a design process would have 
been executed prior to evaluati on, including a research phase and requirements determinati on for these concepts. 
However, in this case, such a design process was not executed. The only requirement was that the box should be 
modular, as this was the initi al requirement for the project. These concepts were developed for research purposes. 
They were created without undergoing a design process but with a clear strategy in mind. For research purposes, 
only these specifi c strategies and one requirement were necessary. 
The objecti ve of this analysis is the demonstrati on of the potenti al impact of a change in strategy. It shows the 
infl uence of stakeholders and VKI’s strategy, even during the early stages of the design process.

Analyzing both the concept designs and current designs 
allows for determining the eff ects of each strategy and 
identi fying possible gaps. This analysis provides VKI with 
insights into which strategies would have worked well 
and which could have a negati ve impact. 

In this thesis, a signifi cant gap is already identi fi ed: 
the absence of a clearly defi ned design and business 
strategy. This analysis aims to demonstrate the positi ve 
impact of implementi ng a design strategy to address 
this gap. Next to that, a radar plot has been created 
for the scores, showing how well each box scores on 
certain key points, based on the author’s knowledge and 
judgement as well as Appendix 7. This was done because 
the strategy of the concept could not be aligned, but the 
box could sti ll score well on a parti cular key point, for 
example, due to an eff ect of focusing on the key point. 
Additi onally, strategies are evaluated with considerati on 
to the company’s brand identi ty, as product design must 
align with the brand identi ty. Failure to do so can have 
a negati ve impact on the image of VKI and ulti mately 
it’s business. This chapter aims to answer the following 
questi ons:
 - Do the concept designs (Greenbox, Flatpacker,
    and Multi box) fi t the business strategy?
 - Do the current boxes fi t into the business
    strategy and brand identi ty?
 - What eff ects do the personal strategy on the
    current boxes and if these eff ects are applied,
    would they sti ll fi t VKI’s strategy and ideti ty?

Figure 31. The stakeholders and their strategies

Alignment with the box strategy
The Greenbox shows the lowest correlati on with 
the strategy. In Figure 32, the Multi box has 3 points, 
indicati ng strong correlati on with the identi fi ed strategy. 
The Flatpacker only corresponds with one point. 
Therefore, only the Multi box would be suitable for VKI’s 
strategy with some modifi cati ons.

Alignment with the scores and strategy
The boxes were analyzed using a radar plot built-up 
method that is previously menti oned. The examinati on is 
subjecti ve due to the lack of existi ng data. The Multi box 
outperforms all other boxes on all four key points and 
thus fi ts the business strategy best. Despite its poor 
score, the Greenbox sti ll performs okay. It scores poorly 
on price and customer freedom, but this is intenti onal 
to improve sustainability.  The emphasis on circularity 
and sustainability has hindered customer freedom in 
regards to the box. The green wall idea would make the 
selling price expectedly high. However, implementi ng a 
PSS strategy could allow the box to be rented at a lower 
price. But, this is not aligned with the current business 
strategy of VKI. Moreover, the Flatpacker performs 
suffi  cient in all aspects, with no low or high points. While 
it can fi t VKI, modifi cati ons are necessary for opti mal 
adaptati on.

Alignment with the brand identity
While the Greenbox does not align with the business 
strategy, it does parti ally align with the brand identi ty. 
The box is fl exible, robust, of high quality, and unique. 
This is a situati on where the business strategy and 
brand identi ty are misaligned, yet the box sti ll works. 
The Multi box is the best fi t for VKI’s identi fi ed strategy, 
parti cularly its brand identi ty. The box precisely 
represents VKI, with only the box aestheti c requiring 
improvement based on the interview comments. The 
Flatpacker does not align with the brand’s identi ty. The 
wooden constructi on of the box is expected to result in a 
lack of durability and sturdiness, contradicti ng VKI’s main 
vision and compromising their trustworthiness. 

Figure 32. The concept designs and their strategy
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 Alignment of current box designs
The current designs also incorporate a design strategy, whether intenti onal or not. However, some of the boxes were 
designed prior to the author’s project at VKI, resulti ng in the tracing back of certain strategies. Figure 33 shows what 
strategies were suspected to be employed.

 Alignment of the personal strategies’ effects
As menti oned previously, the individual strategies do not enti rely align with the identi fi ed strategy, which is expected 
given their personal nature. To assess the impact these strategies may have on the boxes and subsequently on VKI, 
a few fi nal clusters of key points (like the chapter ’Clustering the map’) using the previously uti lized Gephi tool have 
been generated. The personal strategy key points are sett led, and the algorithm is run again. The key points closest to 
the sett led nodes are now the closest key points to focus on, and will therefore be the next focus point. There are the 
‘eff ect key points’. Table 3 displays the resulti ng data.

Project manager Developer Technical drawer Owner
VKI freedom Venti lati on Venti lati on Competi ti on
Accessories Sound proofi ng Sound proofi ng Use oriented PSS
Sustainability/circularity Competi ti on Competi ti on Norms
Use oriented PSS Material Use oriented PSS Fire security

Norms
Fire security

Alignment with the box strategy
The key points in table 3 correspond to the identi fi ed 
strategy. Box 3 receives the highest score. While Box 1 
was designed for a specifi c customer and is therefore 
not compati ble with the strategy, Box 2 is parti ally 
compati ble with the strategy, but its follow-up process 
falls short. The box lacks robustness and fails to meet 
VKI’s quality standards. Insuffi  cient ti me allocated for 
designing the box is a major contributi ng factor to the 
rough follow-up process. Moreover, the lack of emphasis 
on customer freedom contradicts one of VKI’s main 
focuses. Even though Box 1 is not one of the box’s 
strategic points, it does align with the customer freedom 
aspect. During the design phase, it was created with the 
customer in mind, which allowed for signifi cant customer 
freedom. However, the fi nal product does not off er much 
freedom to VKI’s client’s customers. Consequently, the 
design lacks customer freedom, while the design process 
itself did prioriti ze it.

Alignment of scores and strategy
When analyzing the scoring of the boxes shown in 
Figure 25 of chapter ‘Concepts’ and considering the 
discovered strategy, it is evident that Box 1 performs 
bett er. However, Box 3 remains the best fi t for VKI as it 
was designed specifi cally for themselves at a later ti me 
and incorporates the previously identi fi ed strategy. 
Additi onally, the designers were able to learn from 
previous mistakes and avoid them in this new design. 
Unfortunately, Box 2 sti ll has poor scores and does not 
align with VKI’s strategy. 

The project manager has diff erent strategies than the 
other three team members, which aff ect their impacts. 
These eff ects can be applied to Boxes 1, 2, and 3. In 
Appendix 8, all boxes and associated personal eff ects are 
described. Two eff ects were singled out due to the fact 
that the analysis revealed their consistent negati ve or 
positi ve impact, independent of the type of box. Below, 
an example is given of a positi ve impact.

In this example, the project manager’s impact and Box 1 
were uti lized. The manager’s strategy can infl uence the 
selected material in combinati on with the emphasis on 
standards. The packaging type is also well-suited for a 
Product-Service System (PSS), requiring no modifi cati ons. 
This relates to the increased focus on sustainability 
and circularity. When used in combinati on with the VKI 
strategy and the brand identi ty, this personalized eff ect 
has the potenti al to enhance the product portf olio and 
align perfectly with the brand identi ty. Therefore, it can 
be concluded that this eff ect is positi ve.

But, there is also an example with a negati ve eff ect. 
Negati ve means that the eff ect does not align with the 
current business strategy and brand identi ty. This does 
not mean that it is a bad eff ect, it is just diff erent from 
the identi ty and strategy.

Here, the eff ect of the technical drawer on the design 
of Box 1 is examined. Between ease of assembly and 
ease of producti on a  trade-off  is observed. While these 
factors do not directly aff ect each other, they may 
have an impact on each other. On the positi ve side, 
Box  1’s robustness will increase as the technical drawer 
prioriti zes a longer lifespan. Additi onally, the Product 
Service System (PSS) will help to promote sustainability, 
so this will be implemented as well. The selecti on of 
materials is aff ected by factors such as regulati ons and 
fi re safety, along with sustainability considerati ons. And 
thus, diff erent materials will be used in the new design. If 
this personal strategy  were to be implemented, it would 
result in a very diff erent product from what exists today. 
However, this approach would not align with current 
branding and strategy, making it a negati ve eff ect.

Figure 33. The current box designs and their strategy

Alignment with the brand identity
Not all types of boxes are aligned with the established 
brand identi ty. Box 1 and 3 are most suitable due to their 
fl exibility and modular design, off ering customers some 
degree of freedom. However, customer freedom can be 
further enhanced in both box types to bett er align with 
the brand identi ty. This can be achieved by incorporati ng 
accessories. For Box 3, which is currently in the early 
stages of development, the available opti ons have not 
yet been fully designed and thought out due to ti me 
constraints. However, there is a desire to include them 
in the future. Box 2 is not in line with the brand identi ty 
as it is infl exible and of lower quality than desired. This 
is mainly due to the fact that it was designed with a cost 
constraint, which should be kept low. Nonetheless, this 
box does not align with VKI’s desired image, product 
portf olio and brand identi ty.

Figure 33. The current box designs and their strategy

Table 3. The eff ect key points per personal strategy
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Conclusion
To conclude, the business strategy is an area of 
improvement. The personal strategies can have varying 
impacts on the design outcome, resulti ng in the 
product not aligning with VKI’s standards. This depends 
on the individual. However, this gap can be fi lled by 
implementi ng a more explicit business strategy with 
more focus. If this general approach is insuffi  cient, 
specifi c project prioriti es can be defi ned with the 
stakeholders at the beginning of the project to ensure 
that the product is in line with the business strategy as 
well as with the customer’s needs. The more explicit 
business strategy enables a more explicit design strategy, 
aligning the newly designed product with VKI’s strategy 
and brand identi ty.

Puzzle piece 7:
The designs are evaluated based on their alignment with the 
business strategy and brand identi ty. This evaluati on discovers 
whether the new design fi ts into the business before launch, to 
enable for adjustment if necessary. 

Figure 34. The Gephi map of the developers strategy, before rerunning

Figure 35. The Gephi map of the developers strategy, aft er rerunning
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During the course of the project, several pieces of the puzzle were discovered. These pieces can be assembled 
to form a comprehensive framework, depicted in Figure X. The framework, along with its corresponding step-by-
step plan, presents a clear overview of the project process. It includes all the essenti al steps and inputs needed 
to translate the business strategy into a design strategy. The resulti ng guideline is not only useful for VKI, but also 
for other companies. With this framework, translati ng the business strategy into a design strategy becomes more 
effi  cient. It includes only essenti al steps to enable the translati on. While not all steps are necessary for every 
translati on, their exclusion from this framework doesn’t diminish their value. All steps in this process contribute to 
the fi nal result of this framework. Without the other steps that are not necessary to the framework, this work may 
have yielded diff erent results. In this chapter, the framework will be explained.

The found puzzle pieces:
 1. A relati onship has been discovered between the functi ons of the box. 
 2. Several key points were identi fi ed.
 3. Interconnecti ons between the key points were discovered.
 4. All key points have bene identi fi ed.
 5. The underlying eff ects resulti ng from the interrelati onships of the key points have been uncovered. 
 6. The business strategy of VKI has been established.
 7. The last step of the framework has been completed: the evaluati on of the design

 FrameworkA

The puzzle pieces represent inputs, observati ons or steps 
that all contribute to the translati on of the business 
strategy into the design strategy. These are combined 
together in the framework (Figure 37), and have a certain 
fl ow (Step-by-step plan Figure 38).

The fi rst step in the process depicted in this framework 
begins with identi fying the product and its type. Is it 
a stand-alone product or a complete product family, 
such as a modular soundproof box? This determinati on 
will infl uence the importance of certain key points. For 
instance, if it is a product family, standardizati on or 
modularity might be more important than other aspects.
These key points may become less important if only one 
product is being created. This step in the framework 
is completed during the product analysis phase of the 
project. This steps belongs to the block ‘Product’ in the 
framework. 

Secondly, it is important to have an understanding 
of customer needs, which can be in the form of 
requirements. These requirements determine other key 
points, for example, the target group wants accessories, 
so this becomes a key point. However, they have to 
be evaluated together with another, fi nal factor: the 
business strategy. In the case of this project, this comes 
together in the concepts, where the needs and strategies 
of the stakeholders are fully identi fi ed. The customer 
needs fi t into the ‘Customer needs’ block of the 
framework. 

The three blocks ‘Product’, ‘Customer needs’, and 
‘Business strategy’, together form the necessary input for 
the translati on. Retrieving these three informati on blocks 
are step one in the step-by-step plan of Figure 38. 

Some of the company’s key points are outlined in the 
business strategy, and must be translated into the 
design to produce a quality product suitable for the 
target market. How does the company defi ne a “good 
product”? These factors are crucial considerati ons in 
the business strategy. The business strategy fi ts into the 
‘Business strategy’ block of the framework. The research 
phase of a design project collects these three (Product, 
Customer needs, and Business strategy) inputs.

The research phase can be used to highlight key points 
about the product, as in this project. Furthermore, a 
mind map can be used to brainstorm all relevant factors 
related to the product. These points can be further 
narrowed down to the most important key points while 
keeping in mind the customer’s needs and the business 
strategy. So, the three input blocks (Product, Customer 
needs, and Business strategy) together also determine 
the key points. They are the input of which the key points 
are discovered. This corresponds with step two of the 
plan in Figure 38.

Figure 36. The puzzle pieces found throughout the project

Figure 37. The established framework
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An example: for the silence box, the mind map indicates 
a price range. This raises the questi on whether the 
product should be priced high, medium, or low, which 
can be determined by considering the company’s 
business strategy. What price range does the company 
typically operate within and what message do they want 
to convey to their customers? Do they want to be a high-
end company that provides products of superior quality, 
or do they want to provide lower-priced products that 
are very good value? Is their goal to become an A-brand 
or a private (B) label of the supermarket?

These inputs shape the key points, but as seen in the 
example above, also infl uence the key points.  The three 
inputs act as a preliminary fi lter for important key points. 
The next step is to identi fy the most criti cal key points to 
develop a clear strategy and prioriti ze them accordingly 
(step 3 and 4 in Figure 38). The justi fi cati on for 
prioriti zati on will be examined later. So it is essenti al to 
prioriti ze a key point while keeping the business strategy 
and customers’ needs in mind. 

Priority is important to keep a strategy. Because all 
points are intertwined with relati onships and eff ect, 
as seen in the Gephi map (Figure 16) an order is 
required, otherwise the process will just go back and 
forth. For example, looking at the key points material 
and sustainability. To become more sustainable, other 
materials can be used. But, buying bulk and creati ng 
other products from the material that may be less 
sustainable but creates less waste is also an opti on and 
has an positi ve eff ect on the sustainability. Which of 
the two is more important? Keeping the same material 
and a bulk advantage or go all-in for sustainability? 
This can even go further by making the size of the 
box dependent on the base material. As shown in the 
example, a lot of eff ects are created by selecti ng one key 
point. To prioriti ze these eff ects, the fi rst level should be 
examined. This fi rst level includes the direct and logical 
eff ects of the key points on others. This is a condensed 
step of the clustering process covered in the ‘Clustering 
the Map’ chapter. The impacts menti oned are illustrated 
in the framework through the loops called ‘Infl uence 
each other’ and ‘Aff ected key points’.

For example, by prioriti zing sound proofi ng, it becomes 
logical that the selecti on of material becomes more 
important. Additi onally, a requirement can be 
established for the material: The material should 
be at least (e.g.) 15 dB sound insulati ng. Although, 
soundproofi ng has additi onal relati ons, such as norms 
that may be applicable, but these are not as closely 
related as material.

Focusing on key points and their eff ects enables the 
creati on of requirements that translate the business 
strategy into a design strategy. The key points themselves 
also generate certain requirements. In additi on, it is 
important to consider the eff ects that key points have on 
each other during the design phase. This is investi gated 
in step 5 of the step-by-step plan in Figure 38.

Step six and seven are not specifi cally shown in the 
framework of Figure 37. This is all implemented into the 
design, depicted in the triangle with ‘Design’ in Figure 37.

Lastly, there are two feedback loops integrated into 
the process (step eight in Figure 38). The fi rst feedback 
loop can be obtained aft er the completi on of the 
design phase, which is indicated by the bott om arrow. 
The bott om arrow represents the feedback on the 
company’s applied business strategy. This step was 
parti ally performed by the test cases in this project. This 
feedback assesses whether the design is suitable for 
the brand identi ty and the company’s requirements, or 
whether any adjustments are needed. This can be carried 
out prior to product launch to enable for changes if it 
doesn’t align with the company’s strategy. The second 
review is conducted aft er the product is positi oned in 
the market. Is the product suitable for the market? Does 
the strategy align with the market? Has the focus been 
on the appropriate key points, or should there be some 
alterati ons?

So, a business strategy can be translated to a design 
strategy with the framework presented in Figure 37. 
Furthermore, a small overview of the required steps can 
be created, as seen in Figure 38.

Figure 38. The step-by-step plan to translate the business strategy into the design strategy
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 8. Conclusion

This thesis is conducted to answer the questi on: ‘how 
to translate a business strategy into a design strategy?’ 
However, the initi al aim of this thesis was to create a 
redesign of the silence box. The fi rst step of this project 
was a research phase. Through the research process, the 
relati onships between box functi ons and project focus 
were identi fi ed.  However, as the initi al design decisions 
in the ‘Strategy’ chapter were considered, these 
relati onships became more important and indicated the 
complexity within this project. Several focus areas were 
found to be interrelated, requiring more research than 
originally anti cipated.

One approach to organizing the complexity is by 
implementi ng a design strategy, which serves as a 
foundati on and guide throughout the development 
process, and ensures alignment with business objecti ves. 
This approach focuses the project. However, it is crucial 
to investi gate the relati onships among key elements 
before determining that focus and understanding what 
impact it could have. 

The explorati on of key points is done using a mind map. 
A main key point is surrounded by other key points that 
are related to it. The relati onships, whether positi ve or 
negati ve, are also determined at this stage. Additi onally, 
a third eff ect is identi fi ed: the relati onship among the 
key points that are not the main key point but have an 
impact on each other in conjuncti on with the central key 
point. All of these interrelati onships are brought together 
in a single map, which demonstrates the true complexity 
of the project. Consequently, the project’s aim has 
shift ed from redesigning a silence box to formulati ng 
a design strategy. To determine the most appropriate 
design strategy, the business strategy can be used along 
with this map. The business strategy provides both a 
purposeful directi on and a foundati on for the design 
project.

Before implementi ng the business strategy to focus 
the project, a deeper dive into the key points and their 
relati onships is done in the “Clustering the Map” chapter. 
This step involves clustering the key points and uti lizing 
Gephi soft ware to identi fy the most signifi cant key point. 
These requirements were sti ll focused on a lot of key 
points. Subsequently, the business strategy’s focus is 
applied to develop a design strategy and determine the 
most important requirements. At this stage of the thesis, 
the goal has developed into its fi nal objecti ve: How to 
convert a business strategy into a design strategy?

However, during the research conducted on the business 
strategy of Van Keulen Interieurbouw, it was discovered 
that there was a lack of explicit strategy. This absence 
of an explicit strategy was identi fi ed as the root cause 
of the complexity of the project and why reducing this 
complexity was challenging. An att empt was made to 
address this issue by investi gati ng underlying strategies. 
It was hypothesized that the employees might have 
been using the same strategy while making decisions, 
but it was not explicitly communicated. New concepts 
of silence boxes were created and presented to 
interviewees, resulti ng in the discovery of an underlying 
strategy. 

These unspoken and personal strategies were applied to 
both the current box designs and new concept designs 
discussed in the ‘Test Cases’ chapter. The purpose was 
to demonstrate the impact of each strategy on the 
design and VKI’s brand image. In conclusion, these 
personal strategies signifi cantly infl uence the design’s 
outcome, aff ecti ng VKI’s brand image both positi vely and 
negati vely. Therefore, implementi ng an explicit design 
strategy is necessary to avoid this issue, and one way 
to achieve it is by making VKI’s business strategy more 
explicit.

The steps taken in the project can be incorporated into 
a framework to guide VKI in new product development, 
together with developed the step-by-step plan. The 
tools help create a well-supported foundati on for the 
project. It addresses the necessary focus key points 
from which requirements are formulated. However, in 
order for these tools to be most eff ecti ve for VKI, it is 
necessary for them to clarify their business strategy. 
Once their business strategy is made explicit, it will 
serve as a foundati on not just for one project but for 
all future projects. In additi on, other companies can 
use these tools to translate their own business strategy 
into a design strategy, ulti mately saving ti me in the 
development of new products or redesigns.
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 9. Discussion & Evaluation

During the research conducted in the ‘Strategy’ chapter, 
assumpti ons were made about the potenti al eff ects of 
certain key points. These assumpti ons were necessary 
to provide a starti ng point for examining the impacts, 
as ti me constraints did not allow for an in-depth 
examinati on of each eff ect.

In the ‘Clustering the Map’ chapter, not all scenarios 
are explored. Only logical and well-known scenarios are 
explored, primarily due to ti me constraints. Ulti mately, 
investi gati ng these scenarios further is expected to 
provide litt le to no value, as the primary objecti ve 
shift ed away from redesigning and the development 
of requirements became less important. However, this 
step sti ll provided value to the project. It served as a 
means to translate the business strategy into necessary 
requirements and analyze their impact, ulti mately 
contributi ng to the fi nal framework. 

Thirdly, the framework has only undergone parti al 
theoreti cal testi ng in the chapter “test cases”. Ideally, a 
redesign would be developed using the framework to 
observe the practi cal implementati on of the tool and to 
identi fy potenti al improvements. However, this was not 
possible due to ti me constraints.

One aspect to be taken into account with regard to 
the analysis is the subjecti vity of the analysis. Certain 
aspects were subjecti ve because the author performed 
the analysis. For instance, the scoring of the FMEA was 
not determined objecti vely since it was not derived from 
practi cal data. In additi on to the FMEA, the author also 
determined the scores on the radar plots for the new 
concept designs and existi ng boxes. No data has been 
collected on this matt er, although the author established 
a standard, as demonstrated in Appendix 7. However, 
since the new designs are non-existent concepts, 
measuring them is challenging. Subjecti vity may lead to 
diff erent scores among developers. It would be benefi cial 
to have other developers review and create scores to 
provide a more objecti ve total score. However, this result 
was considered inconsequenti al because no changes 
in personal or underlying strategies are expected due 
to a change concept scoring. Moreover, the author 
comprehends the logic behind the underlying strategy 
through observati ons during her ti me at VKI.

 DiscussionA
However, there is a need for further research to refi ne 
the underlying strategy. Only four VKI staff  members 
were interviewed for this project, all of whom were 
stakeholders in the silence box project. As a result, their 
personal strategy may have already been aligned with 
the personal strategies of other stakeholders, potenti ally 
biasing their wants and needs. It is possible that these 
individuals may have already discussed certain design 
choices due to their involvement in the development 
of Box 3. In additi on, the potenti al for bias may be 
increased by the other two box projects (Boxes 1 and 
2). Therefore, it may be necessary to conduct additi onal 
employee interviews to ensure that no bias has 
infl uenced the underlying strategy found.

Finally, ti me has signifi cantly aff ected the designs of 
Boxes 1 and 2. This makes it diffi  cult to determine the 
strategy used and the reasoning behind the design 
choices. Therefore, test cases are subjecti ve. Interviews 
were conducted with project stakeholders, but since 
some ti me has passed, they cannot recall all the reasons 
behind certain design decisions. Consequently, the 
strategy employed was esti mated.
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The fi rst recommendati on to VKI is to use the proposed 
framework and step-by-step plan when designing a 
new product. This will establish a solid foundati on for 
creati ng new products and serve as a valuable reference 
for future redesigns. It should be noted that adopti ng 
this approach may require additi onal preparati on ti me, 
parti cularly if the base is not strong enough (or if there 
is no base at all). In additi on to recommending the use 
of this approach for the project’s design strategy, it is 
suggested that a general design strategy be created. This 
general strategy can serve as a foundati on for developing 
a specifi c strategy for the project. With a general strategy 
in place, the same tools (framework and step-by-step 
plan) can be used to create a project-specifi c strategy 
more quickly and easily. Creati ng a general design 
strategy requires an initi al investment of ti me, but 
ulti mately reduces the ti me taken to develop a project-
specifi c strategy. However, it is essenti al to establish a 
clear business strategy before undertaking this general 
design strategy.

The absence of a clear business strategy was ulti mately 
the primary issue and conclusion of this project. As a 
result, it is recommended that VKI formulate a more 
explicit strategy and, most importantly, communicate it 
eff ecti vely to all employees.  It is crucial that everyone 
is aware of and well-informed about a specifi c business 
strategy, allowing them to make informed decisions. 
A non-communicated business strategy can not be 
implemented. Additi onally, implementi ng an explicit 
strategy can foster innovati on within VKI and facilitate 
the ongoing development of its existi ng product lines. 
This approach can be especially benefi cial for projects 
that have experienced stagnati on and contain errors. 
For example, Box 2 could have been developed and 
innovated into a product that is a standard and “easy 
money” because it is already in the system and only 
needs a producti on order. Furthermore, this foundati on 
is crucial in the creati on of a new product line to ensure 
it aligns with the portf olio, market, and brand image, 
resulti ng in a cohesive and aestheti c interior. VKI has 
the necessary aspirati ons and opportuniti es to achieve 
this goal, and this approach could make this ambiti on 
possible. Lastly, the uti lizati on of these tools is essenti al 
during the redesign of the box, since the redesign 
initi ated this research that is concluded in a framework 
and step-by-step plan.

Finally, more research should be done on the framework. 
It has not yet been tested, as menti oned above. This 
testi ng should be conducted at VKI and other companies 
to determine the method’s eff ecti veness across VKI as 
well as other companies and its impact on the design 
process. Feedback loops, which are already integrated 
into the framework, can be uti lized to measure its 
impact.

As previously menti oned, signifi cant changes occurred 
during the course of this project. Midway through, the 
initi al objecti ve shift ed, a new developer took over, and 
ti me constraints were added. In the end, these changes 
resulted in a more impactf ul and intriguing thesis. 
However, it is unfortunately true that certain steps taken 
earlier were not of value.

The fi rst change that took place was in connecti on with 
a point of stagnati on. The initi al challenge arose at a 
stagnati on point in the ‘strategy’ chapter, where the 
project was found to be more complex than anti cipated. 
The point was overcome with the help of my supervisor 
and friends. Preferably, as with the original goal, I would 
have designed a new box and tested it with a prototype. 
However, for academic purposes, the change in 
objecti ve was preferable and ulti mately more engaging. 
Moreover, the project’s objecti ve was transferred to a 
diff erent developer during the transiti on. The owner 
made this decision, unaware of my involvement in the 
same project. The owner wanted to create a new box 
as soon as possible, due to a situati on that occurred. 
The developer was aware of the my involvement 
and addressed the issue. Eventually, it was decided 
that I would conti nue with my thesis as planned and 
collaborate with him whenever possible. The ti me 
pressure was on his shoulders, not on mine. Initi ally, 
I felt disappointed to develop a design alongside his 
design since the likelihood of my design being produced 
decreased. However, I was well aware that it would have 
been nearly impossible to complete my thesis and design 
a new project in a few weeks, so the change in goal was 
a positi ve change that gave my thesis value to VKI in a 
diff erent way. 

However, there were some limitati ons to this mid-course 
objecti ve change. The main reason for these limitati ons 
was ti me.  For example, I could have done more research 
on the underlying strategy and where it came from, or 
a deeper dive into their development process and how 
the framework could be bett er tailored to that process. 
Furthermore, I would have liked to apply the framework 
and step-by-step plan in practi ce by redesigning a box to 
evaluate its eff ecti veness as a guide and foundati on. In 
additi on, other tools could be integrated with this tool 
to establish a standard foundati on for VKI’s development 
process. 

If the objecti ve had originally been to translate the 
business strategy to a design strategy, the approach 
would have diff ered. The fi rst conclusion would have 
indicated the absence of an explicit business strategy.  
Subsequently, a more in-depth investi gati on would have 
been conducted on the underlying strategy. Also, the 
concepts used for the presentati ons could have been 
developed further and measuring the scores in the radar 
plots, or asking more developers what they thought to 
get a more objecti ve view of my own designs. I would 
sti ll have applied this process to a product, also to make 
it less abstract for myself and the reader, as well as to 
actually implement and test the results of this thesis.

 RecommendationsB  Evaluation & refectionC
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11. Appendix
1. Flowcharts
Some terminology is used in the flowcharts. For better understanding, the terms are defined:
Door draught excluder aluminum profile - Tochtprofiel deur
 A rubber with an aluminum profile to close the gaps of a door.
Weather strip P profile - Tochtband of tochtrubber
 A rubber p-shaped profile to close gaps.
Rebate - Sponning (koker waar het tochtprofiel is opgelast en samen gelast is met de stijl)
 Tube where the door draught excluder aluminum profile is mounted to, together with the window pillar. 
Shim magnet - Vulplaat magneet
 A plate where the magnet is attached to.
Door pillar - Aanslag deur
 Pillar to accommodate the door.
Connecting beam top – Bovenbalk
 Beam to connect pillars, at the top of the box.
Connecting beam bottom - Dorpel koppelbalk
 Part of the doorframe is a small beam on the floor, which results in a threshold at the bottom of the door 
opening.
Window pillar - Stijl
 A tube acting as one of the pillars in the box.
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1.1 Box 1
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1.2 Box 2
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2. RAMSSHEEP analysis
2.1 Parameters
Reliability
According to ISO 8402, reliability is ‘the totality of features and characteristics of a product or service that bear on its 
ability to satisfy stated or implied needs’ (Ireland, 1990). With this is meant the time that the product can perform its 
function without breaking down. 

Availability
Availability is not to confuse with reliability. Availability means how much of the time the product is available; How 
much of the time the product is able to deliver its job. 

Maintainability 
With maintainability is meant the down time of a product and the time it takes to repair or maintain the product and 
the safety of the maintenance operations. 

Supportability
This parameter is about the ability to maintain the inbuilt reliability and to perform scheduled and unscheduled 
maintenance according to the plan with minimum costs and time. 

Safety, Health and Environment
Implements solutions of environmental and safety at work prevention and protection; that what should be done to 
make sure that activities do not cause harm to anyone. In this parameter, safety means injury, health means disease 
and environment means disaster. 

Economics
A perspective concerned with the financial aspect of the asset and its operation. These are often the drive of the 
main direction and investment within the whole life cycle. 

Politics 
The aspect of politics is about regulations and legislation, but also about emission reduction, societal impact, 
circularity and societal needs. 

Many of these aspects have measurements such as failure rate and mean time between failure. These are not 
interesting in this analysis, since these are based on too many assumptions. Box 1 is not completely assembled by 
VKI, as well as the feedback from customers is not received by VKI. 

2.2 Box 1
Reliability:
- Not many moving parts: only a door and ventilation which is quite necessary. Shelf can be moved when it is 
taken out, but that is only for assembly and disassembly. 
Avoid unnecessary parts: there are many parts, especially with the double buckling frames. Furthermore the panels 
are separated to make it easier to move, but it does create a product made out of more parts. 
- The box itself is quite rigid; due to welds and all the steel it is not really ‘moveable’. But in this case it is a box 
just standing there. So nothing can really break or injure someone if it is this rigid. Only maybe with earthquakes it is 
interesting to create a less rigid box. The shelf is quite rigid as well, but still a bit moveable. 
- No back up system is implemented but there is not really a use for it. Mainly only for the lights and 
ventilation. 
- Overdesign is done with the double buckling frame and double ears in the connection between beams. 
- Sturdy design for the door with big strong hinges. Only the shelf is a bit flimsy. 
- Very similar, standard parts are used for different components .

Availability
- To be in state of operation, the door need to be able to be opened and the light and ventilation should 
work. But only the door is crucial for the availability. The light is inconvenient, but incase of having a lot of glass the 
environmental light can be enough for the user. For the ventilation, if it does not work, in the first few minutes it is 
not that important. After a longer period of time this becomes uncomfortable and will make the box less available, 
but not unavailable. 

- The spare parts are quite available; the product is modular and most of these products are in stock at VKI for 
a buffer inventory. Therefore, if necessary, the part can be delivered in one, maybe two days.

Maintainability
- Some standard screws are used, but these are not specified in the drawings or orders that the assemblers 
receive. So from time to time they use different screws for different components which will take more time to put it 
together. 
- The screws are simple cross screws making these prone to wear and tear. This can cause that it is impossible 
to screw the screw out and requires more time to be removed. 
- Fast fasteners are used in the form of ears and slit holes where the ears fit into. Furthermore, some extra 
ears are created at the bottom of the top panels to help the panel to go easily in the right place when assembling the 
box. Also, the magnet for the door can be seen as a fast fastener for the door.
- Almost no maintenance is required for this box. Probably only when a part needs replacing. These are in 
general big parts that should be carried with at least two persons and preferable with suction caps. The panel is quite 
heavy and could hurt someone easily.
- There is enough space for maintenance, except for the door. While assembling it is quite hard to get the door 
in place correctly. It is hard to mount and very heavy to hold while screws have to be screwed in and there is almost 
no space for the screwdriver.
- The design could be more unambiguous when assembling the parts into components. But not important for 
the rest of the assembly; it can not be done wrong, only a wrong middle beam on the roof (which happened in the 
field research). 
- Since this box is not assembled by VKI anymore, not much is known about this. But, logically thinking, the 
panels do not need replacing often, or maybe not at all until the end of its lifetime. But if it needs replacing most 
parts are very heavy. The ventilation and light is not heavy, but harder to reach because it is on top of the box. 
Furthermore, it now looks like that the whole spotlight needs to be replaced when it does not work anymore. The 
location is also hard to reach for the parts that needs maintenance the most often.
- The design is modular, which is a very good characteristic for maintainability.

Supportability
- It is a good thing that fairly generic parts are used. Maybe except for the door but also pretty generic. Also 
not very expensive spare parts are used in the product.
- Not many fasteners but quite different in every box every time.
- Not very hazardous materials are used, only the felt foam that is used. 
- No monitoring systems are used for the product. However, it could be  important for the ventilation. If the 
light does not work anymore or the sensor that detects if people are in the box, the light will not work anymore. 
But, this problem will be noticed very fast, since the light will not turn on anymore. Furthermore, it is know that the 
pir does not work anymore because a little red light in the sensor is not seen anymore. But, for ventilation costs a 
bit more time before it gets noticed. Especially when users are in the box for a small amount of time they will not 
immediately notice this.

Safety & health 
- FMEA for hazard identification, risk analysis and assessment.
- The design is minimized; as less as possible different parts and hazardous materials are used. Also, the 
system is as small as possible and an existing ventilation system is used so experiences from the past ensures that it 
works and does not have many problems.
- Wiring is a very important aspect; no clear instructions are available and they just know how to do it. If 
someone confuses one thread with another it is not correct anymore.

Environment
- The processes and materials used are not the most environmental friendly, such as powder coating and the 
foam walls. This can be further analyzed in a LCA.  
- Though, high quality materials are used to ensure a long life time.
- Due to the modularity, repair is made easy and prolongs the product life time because it can grow with the 
customer.
- A minimum energy consumption is achieved in the use phase due to the fact that the box is powered with 
just one plug. It can be unplugged when not used and the light and ventilation is based on a sensor to determine if 
someone is in there and if these two features need to be turned on or off.
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Economics
This box is within the medium price range, between €6000 and €10000. 

Politics
In politics the ISO standards and certifications are interesting. For now no ISO standards are complied to and only one 
certification of the dB reduction that is tested. For environmental politics, it is know where the used material comes 
from, but that is it. Therefore, an LCA could be executed to determine the environmental impact and how well this 
product can comply to environmental regulations. 

Conclusion
Opportunities: 
- There are many unnecessary parts, so the amount of parts can be reduced.
- An indication of what is broken can help for faster repair and a lower down time.
- An alternative for the felt foam is recommended, because it is not environmental friendly.
- Standardize used screws; these are not specified in drawings so they can change over time. Therefore other 
tools may be necessary.
- Better assembly manual; not for the mechanic on location but for the assembler at VKI. They do not always 
know what they are doing (conclusion of field research) and may cause the mechanic on site more problems instead 
of helping them.
- Comply to norms and differentiate the box from competition.

Strong points:
- Modular.
- Very sturdy, rigid.
- High quality, long lifetime materials.
- Not much maintenance is required next to cleaning.

2.3 Box 2
Reliability
- Not many moving parts like the first box. Only ventilation and door. These are unavoidable. Also the shelf can 
be moved, just like Box 1.
- All the profiles are an extra component. These are also all loose parts and can only come together when 
the complete box is assembled. Also extra profiles around the roof can be eliminated, these are mainly to make the 
whole design nicer, but if small faults are solved, these are not necessary anymore.
- Rigidity is necessary in this box. 
- No use for back up system, only for lights and ventilation (it is the same as for Box 1).
- Not much overdesign, some extra parts are added to the bottom frame and top but nothing is designed to be 
way too rigid and the door has 4 hinges but the same door only needs 3 in Box 1.
- Very sturdy design; the door has 4 hinges. 
- There is symmetry, where the same parts are used. Only for the door and roof the parts are different.

Availability
- To be in state of operation the same requirements and points hold for Box 1.
- Spare parts are quite easy to make. Especially because every step of the production is at VKI. Therefore the 
part that is required can be delivered quite fast. Also because it uses the same ventilation and light as Box 1 is used, 
which are always in stock and can be replaced quite easy if necessary. But since this product is not modular, a lot of 
parts have to be taken out to repair one part. This may be harder than it is in Box 1. But, not the complete box has 
to be replaced to repair one part. Even though the box is not modular,  just 1 part can be replaced, not the whole 
module (component) or box.

Maintainability
- The screws are simple cross screws making these prone to wear and tear. This can cause that it is impossible 
to screw the screw out and requires more time to be removed. 
- Here are also fast fasteners used for the door closing and also for the spotlight in the roof.
- The maintenance will probably be just repairs; the box requires no maintenance next to cleaning. This clean 
can be done by the user such as cleaning the windows or removing dust/dirt form the panels and shelf. If something 
requires a repair, it can be done by the user, but it should be understood how the box is built up. Furthermore, it 
requires that the roof is dismounted and thus all electricity. The ventilation, light and light sensor are quite easy to 
replace.
- It is a bit unambiguous; more than Box 1. For example, the screws are not all on the same spot, not all 
profiles can be put on the same spot due to this but at first assembly this is possible.
- The parts are not as heavy as those of Box 1. The glass is the heaviest. The rest is quite manageable. The only 
downside is that some panels may be hard to get to location because of its length. The panels are taller than those of 
Box 1. Furthermore, there are a lot more parts than Box 1.
- Some standard interfaces are used; like a plug and USB.
- All parts are easily accessible: only the parts on the roof are harder to reach, like the light, light sensor and 
the ventilation. 

Supportability
- Self-tapping screws are used; these are standard but not as standard as just regular screws. Also here are 
cross shaped screws used but these can wear out quite easy.
- Due to only one type of screw, only one specific tool is required which is generally a very common tool.
- No monitoring system; same as Box 1.

Safety & health
- FMEA for hazard identification, risk analysis and assessment.
- The wiring is important to do correctly, just as mentioned above with Box 1.

Environment
- The processes and materials used are not the most environmental friendly, such as powder coating and the 
foam walls. This can be further analyzed in a LCA. 
- Though, high quality materials are used to ensure a long life time.
- A minimum energy consumption is achieved in the use phase due to just one plug. It can be unplugged when 
not used and the light and ventilation is based on a sensor to determine if someone is in there and if these two 
features need to be turned on or off.
- In this development, the box is not modular. The parts can be easily replaced but requires some effort such 
as removing the roof in order to replace panel or a pillar. But, because it is not modular just one part can be replaced 
instead of the whole module. 

Economics
This box is in the low price range, below €6000. 

Politics
In this aspect has become more important over time, which includes, as mentioned above, ISO standards and NEN 
norms. These are not yet applied to this box. But these can be of added value in terms of dB reduction and maybe 
for fire safety. Furthermore, for some of the materials a certificate of where these came from is not available or not 
known. With some more focus on sustainability, these become more important as well, this is an opportunity for the 
new redesign. 
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Conclusion
Opportunities:
- Reduce the amount of parts that have to be transported from VKI to the customer’s location, like Box 1.
- An indication of what is broken can help for faster repair and a lower down time.
- Due to more parts and non-modular parts the repair time is higher than with modular components. This also 
means that the down time is higher.
- Self-tapping screws cannot be used over and over again, not ideal for disassembly. Furthermore, these leave 
steel chip on site of the assembly. That has to be cleaned and can damage the rest of the parts during assembly.
- An alternative for the felt foam is preferable because it is not environmental friendly.
- Redesign the box in such a way that it is modular.
- Comply to norms and differentiate the box from competition.
- Overall construction could be better.

Strong points:
- Not much maintenance is required next to cleaning.
- Standard screws and tools can be used to assemble and disassemble the box.
- High quality, long life time materials.
- Lighter parts.
- Overall the design is basically very simple.

3. FMEA
Legend:
S = severity.
O = probability of occurrence.
D = probability of detection.
High risk priority > 80 = Red.
Medium risk priority > 40, < 80 = Yellow.
Low risk priority <40 = Green.
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3.1 Box 1 3.2 Box 2 Table 5. FMEA Box 2Table 4. FMEA Box 2
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 4. Strategic considerations
In order to create a set of requirements, a few things needed to be determined. This could be done in diff erent ways. 
For example, in a design project, a target audience is initi ally identi fi ed before the requirements are created. But in 
this case, target group will push the project into a certain corner. The target group can also be defi ned diff erently, so 
that no specifi c target group is defi ned and thus the path of the project is not specifi c yet. This way of thinking is used 
this to defi ne the boundaries of the project which are necessary to form a set of requirements, opportuniti es and 
wishes. In this chapter several strategies are proposed for several aspects of the design (design decisions). An advice 
is given but the eventual choice is in the hands of the stakeholders of VKI. 

Price range
In Chapter ‘Market analysis’ the competi tors of VKI for this product are categorized in 3 diff erent price levels. 
For the redesign of the silence box, it is important that the price range is determined to know which wishes and 
opportuniti es can be achieved and what not. If there is a desire for a luxe product, but the budget is very low, it is 
probably not possible to produce the product in this budget. Of course, this decision may not limit the out-of-the-box 
thinking in the ideati on and conceptualizati on phases, but is set a bar for a maximum or a minimum which should be 
complied to. This decision is also important to make sure that the designer and VKI are on the same page regarding 
the redesign. 

Customer freedom
For customer freedom, four diff erent strategies can be defi ned. One completely free, one without any freedom, 
and the other two strategies fall in between. Customer freedom can be defi ned as “the ability and autonomy of 
the individual to perform an acti on selected from at least two available opti ons, unconstrained by external parti es” 
(Bavett a & Navarra, 2011). Customer freedom is the opportunity to choose. Four strategies are proposed:
1. Complete freedom: there are some standards boxes available (as a base), but most of the them are custom 
made. This strategy is the same strategy that currently is used for Box 2. The customer determines the furniture, 
colors and more. This type of freedom requires a redraw of every box that is or will be sold, due to these customer 
changes. This requires more ti me and therefore costs. Furthermore, since parts and colors are not, or can not be 
standardized, an incorrect part can not be easily reused and becomes scrap. In additi on to this, other standardizing 
benefi ts such as bulk material, consistent quality and predictability in the process will not be achieved with this 
strategy. 
2. Modular & parti al freedom: all parts can be used for diff erent confi gurati ons. This strategy is currently 
applied to Box 1 with diff erent cartons with components that can be ordered. The carton includes, for example, 
one top glass pane. Furthermore, colors and customizing orders is possible. Due to the modularizati on, some 
standardizati on can be applied. Especially because several lengths and widths for the box can be created from 
the same pillars and beams. Some boundaries in freedom have to be determined, which can be done by VKI. For 
example, materials or the diff erent colors that can be chosen. Here, some of the benefi ts of standardizati on are 
achieved such as predictability, fl exibility and consistent quality. 
3. Nonmodular & parti al freedom: a few diff erent boxes with a few diff erent color opti ons and confi gurati ons. 
With extra billing, the box can be personalized. Here, less standardizati on can be done due to the diff erent sizes. 
Diff erent beams are required but maybe some of the pillars can be used in several sizes (like the four pillars on the 
corners), but not as much and as easy as the second strategy. 
4. No freedom: a few diff erent boxes can be ordered. No customizati ons are done. In this case, standardizati on 
can be quite easy and most of the benefi ts can be achieved. Especially the reducti on of waste and fl exibility have a 
positi ve eff ect of the sustainability and thus the carbon footprint of the products.  
To determine the right strategy VKI would like to apply, diff erent perspecti ves can be considered. This perspecti ve can 
determine the amount of customer freedom VKI wants to provide to their customer. 

Business strategy & services
Lastly, a strategy can be established as to selling and services that is off ered by VKI. These also aff ect the 
requirements. For example, if the customer were to build the box themselves, the box should include Ikea-like 
instructi ons to build this box. With building is meant the on-site assembly of the already assembled components. 
According to Vlaanderen-circulair.be (n.d.), there are three diff erent strategies. The main diff erence is the product 
ownership, and the deal with the customer:
1. Product based value: The customer will own the product. VKI just sells the box to the end user. 
2. Integrated product-service system: This can have diff erent forms, from customer owned product to 
completely company owned products providing full service. 
3. Service based value: Only a service is off ered, no product.

Integrated Product Service Off ering (IPSO) types:

There are 3 diff erent main categories of PSS. A product oriented PSS is the product with some extra added services, 
but has focus on product sales. Use-oriented PSS the focus shift s away from selling the product. The product is sti ll 
the main aspect of the PSS, but instead shift ing from owner, the product now stays in the providers ownership. The 
last category, result oriented PSS, the result is the base of the agreement, where the product is yet to be determined. 
There is complete freedom for the provider on how to deliver the agreed upon result. 
Looking at Box 2, there is product-based value (pure product). The customer owns the product. By focusing on the 
product, the competi ti ve aspect of the product is maintained and keeps the product up to date with changing trends. 
By focusing on the product, VKI does what they do best. But, it is also required to keep the product up to date, 
otherwise it may loose its competi ti ve advantage and may even become obsolete. Furthermore, by narrowing the 
focus to only the product, a higher uncertainty and risk is created. But since VKI has many more products next to this, 
these are relati vely not high, in this case.

In this project, one of the strategies could be chosen. Currently, VKI uses the pure product strategy. A product 
oriented PSS can have some advantages: ‘lower client barriers, higher client loyalty and due to bett er client contacts, 
some increase in the speed of innovati on’ (Tukker, 2004). But in practi ce, ‘these benefi ts may not be achieved where 
impact may not be reduced, but be more likely to be incremental at best’, according to Tukker (2004). Furthermore, 
in the case of the silent box, advice and maintenance are not that value adding. Advice may be helpful for the 
customer in the aspect of size and quanti ty (what to buy), but not for the use. The product is fairly straight forward 
and easy to understand. 

Therefore, a use oriented PSS would be more interesti ng. Here, the use of the product can be maximized as well 
as extending the products life. Furthermore, since the company sti ll owns the product, there is more end-of-life 
potenti al since this now lies in the hands of the company instead of the customer. For example, the recycling of the 
product is done correctly by VKI, while the customer would just throw it away because it will take ti me to recycle 
the product. In additi on to this benefi t of keeping the product in the providers ownership, using this strategy, some 
of the costs and acti viti es are shift ed away from the customer to the provider, making the product more att racti ve 
and creates a lower barrier for new customers. But some downsides are that the provider has relati ve higher risks 
(more capital invested) and has to take careless behavior of the customer into account. This will shorten the initi al 
lifeti me of the product. The product can be redesigned to be more resistant to this careless behavior of customers. 
Furthermore, the loyalty and relati onship with the customer is improved but it is fairly easy to switch to another 
provider (if available). All these advantages and disadvantages apply to product lease, sharing & renti ng, pooling and 
pay per unit use. 

For renti ng & sharing an additi onal advantage is that relati vely to leasing, the overall capital need is lower due to the 
shared use between customers. But, this also means that the provider needs ‘more human resources to be able to 
provide the service. Furthermore, the customer needs to put more ti me and eff ort into ge�  ng access to the product’ 
(Tukker, 2004).

Figure 39. An overview of business models (htt ps://vlaanderen-circulair.be, n.d.)
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 This discourages the customer to use the product, which can lead to additional positive environmental impacts. In 
addition to this, according to Tukker (2004), ‘renting and sharing can have high impact reductions due to the fact that 
most of the life-cycle impacts are in the manufacture of the product, which stimulates to innovate the product’. 

For pay per unit use, Tukker (2004) mentioned a high potential for impact reduction, relatively more than the 
mentioned strategies above. Here, the provider is responsible for most life cycle costs, which motivates the provider 
to design a product with a long life time and better end of life properties, optimizing the products environmental 
impact. There is a constant drive for continuous improvement. 

Lease would be the most interesting use oriented PSS in the case of the silence box, since sharing and pooling have 
a less broad target audience. This is because sharing and pooling can be applied in, for example, a collective building 
for companies where several companies have an office space. But where companies have their own building, it is 
harder to share the same box (with others than the employees within that company) at the same time. Pay per unit 
use has the same advantages as lease and even some additional advantages, but it is harder to design this into the 
box. How will the time that the service is provided be measured, and since the product is not very mobile (yet) there 
is a lot of wasted time when it is not in use. The big question is therefore how to bill the client for the use and still 
earn money when the product is not that much in use.

Lastly, the result oriented services can be interesting as well, but here there would be a lot of wasted time as well. 
Since there is only paid for the result, for example the availability of a silent space, the provider has the freedom to 
provide this in any way they want; no specific product is connected to this result. But, since this project is focused on 
the redesign of a silence box, the silence box is the product that will be used to achieve this goal. Therefore, this will 
look like the pay per unit use, where the box is standing in the office and waiting to be used. But there is only paid 
for the result. Outsourcing is not that interesting, since this was happening with Box 1. Now, this has switched to just 
selling to the company. But before, VKI did the service in terms of delivering and assembling the box on site. So this 
is an nonpreferred option since they have already done that but not doing this anymore. But, on the other hand with 
outsourcing longer contracts are arranged creating less uncertainty in customer loyalty. Furthermore, outsourcing 
demands for efficient use of financial resources and materials in order to make (more) profit. Hereby, some impact 
reduction is achieved as well, but is relatively low. 

The functional result is the model with the highest degree of freedom, especially in regard to innovation, it has low 
capital costs but high transition costs and has the highest potential for impact reduction due to the abstraction of the 
result (no specific product e.g.), according to Tukker (2004). But, as mentioned above, this may be harder to achieve 
in this project because of the predefined product. 

As a conclusion, it is interesting to still own the product as a company, because there is a lot more end-of-life 
potential and the product’s lifetime can be increased by reusing and remanufacturing used parts. Furthermore, 
since these products already have a relative long life time (theoretically), a IPSO can be an opportunity to keep a 
closer relationship with the customer and gain more profit because of a subscription. Additionally, it is easier for a 
customer to switch the size of the product without having a modular product. So this changes the requirements for 
the redesign as well. 
For both types of business models, company owned or customer owned, two different services can be provided or 
not:
1. Customer builds the box: No extra profit can be made, since no mechanics are required. But because 
no mechanics are required, the delivery time is shorter. This raises the question of who will be held responsible 
in case something happens. Ikea is a good example of this, but their terms only states that if a customer has a 
complaint, one of the conditions is that it may not be a consequence of bad assembly by the customer, (Algemene 
Verkoopvoorwaarden Ikea, 2023) It is unknown how this is checked. To be sure in legal terms, this should be further 
researched. Furthermore, the product should be designed differently; it can not be as complicated as it can be with 
experienced mechanics. In addition, a very thorough manual has to be created to guide anyone with building this 
box. This will cost extra time and therefore money. 
2. VKI builds the box: additional profit can be achieved through this service. Furthermore, there is less 
uncertainty as to whether the box is built correctly since experienced mechanics or at least employees with some 
technical background built it. In addition, there is more security with the guarantee. It is know that it is built correctly 
and not halfway. Therefore, depending on the design, a guarantee can be given for certain years.

5. Clustering of the Gephi map
In order to be able to derive the requirements out of this Gephi map of chaos, sets of subjects are pulled out of the 
whole network and are settled. By then starting the algorithm again, it can be seen which nodes are more important 
of that cluster. Hereby, a focus can be derived and thus a requirement. This also means that if the focus does not 
lie on the most important node, this choice has a big effect on the most important node. The sets are determined 
by current designs, stakeholders and logical influences. For example, the material choice will have an effect on the 
silencing of the box, which can have an effect on the price. Clusters with no underlying relationships between the key 
words are not that interesting since these will probably create separate requirements per keyword, not combining 
them in a requirement or influencing each other. 

Set 1: The current situation of Box 1, with conclusions of the FMEA. 2 points that is already focused on and 2 points 
of improvement opportunities. Modular, high customer freedom, standardize (improve), focus on ventilation 
(improve).

Conclusion: the network shifts towards modular the most. Then also to customer freedom. These two nodes are the 
most important. Information missing: not known how much ventilation is required. This is dependent on size. Missing 
information: the business strategy of VKI.

Requirement: Modularity and customer freedom have a direct relationship. If the box is modular, the customer 
freedom gets limited, but can still be quite high. The box can be easily changed in terms of size and dependent on 
the different modules in accessories, materials etc. But, these two keywords also have an effect on the possibility 
of standardization. Because of the different modules, which are parts that are pre-configured, the box can be 
adjusted to preferences, within the designed modules. Or, new modules can be designed if demanded. But, the 
more customer freedom, the less standardization. So, VKI has to decide what is more important to them and their 
company. For example, VKI could also focus on modular and customer freedom which will affect the standardization. 
So, with the business strategy of VKI, it can be determined which point is more important and what requirements is 
retrieved from this focus. 

For example, if VKI wants to standardize, a requirements should be made that is about the customer freedom, not 
about the standardization itself:
Final requirement: The box should be modular and provide for customer freedom.
The degree of freedom is dependent on the business strategy that VKI is currently applying. The effect of this means 
that the standardization is dependent on the ‘amount’ of freedom.

Set 2: The current situation of box 2, with conclusions of the FMEA. 2 points that is already focused on and 2 points 
of improvement opportunities. Not modular, high customer freedom, focus on ventilation (improve), focus on 
silencing (improve).

Conclusions: Almost equal attraction to not modular and complete customer freedom. Information missing: one 
directed edge between silencing and ventilation. The ventilation should not make too much noise, but how much 
noise is too much? Furthermore, how silent should the box be?

Requirement: At VKI, the choice have been made that the box should be modular. Furthermore, this is also the main 
result from the web, what can be seen in set 1 as well. Of course, no borders should be placed yet but to create 
effective requirements, the modularity should be taken into account. High customer freedom and non modular are 
again the most important key points, just like set 1. But, in this case, it is not modular. This means that the customer 
decides everything. Frtuehrmore, this causes that for every new box (for each customer) the ventilation and sound 
proofing should be determined again. So, due to high customer freedom, there is less grip on the ventilation and 
sound proofing. Therefore, to retrieve a bit more grip on sound proofing, the following requirement can be created:
The choices that the customer can make in terms of product features and attributes, are limited in such a way that 
the box can still be modular and comply to specified ventilation and sound reduction requirements.

Exception: the author has seen within VKI that customers are king. VKI creates a lot of custom products and there 
could be a situation where a custom box will be designed. This causes again less grip on the requirements about 
ventilation and sound proofing, which is not necessarily a bad thing, but VKI should be aware of this.
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Set 3: These are preliminary requirements of the owner of VKI, who is involved in the project. He wants to put extra 
focus to the ventilation and modularity of the box and wants to reuse the old material that they use for the current 
designs. Modular, focus on ventilation, old material. 

Conclusions: modular is most important since the network pulls the most towards this node. No direct edge between 
any of the points. 

Requirement: This sets resembles set 1 and 2 as well, only without the customer freedom. Here, again, modularity is 
most important. Next to this, no specific requirement pops up. Here, mainly single requirements for the box can be 
found, with no connecting relationships. The only relationship found is between the ventilation and modularity. Here, 
the priority of key points are key: The amount of ventilation required is dependent on the size of the modules of the 
box. Or, the modules may not be bigger than that the ventilation can handle. In this case, it is known that modularity 
is priority number one, since this is the only initial requirement of the project. Therefore, the following requirement 
is found:
The ventilation should ventilate so much m2 per hour for good air quality, dependent on the size of the box. 

Set 4: material, focus on silencing, price
Conclusions: The whole network pulls towards price. This makes sense because it is the biggest node in the network 
looking at paths going through this node. The same information as at set 2 is missing; how silent should the box be? 
So if there is a focus on silencing, this should be determined first. But, if silencing is not that important, this will just 
become an effect of the material choice. Also, if the silencing will become a focus, it should be determined how much 
this added value is worth; it can be a characteristic that differentiates the product from competition and that can also 
be shown in the price, but how much can that difference be?

Requirement: 2 clear requirements can be formulated: The box should mute outside noise for at least x dB and 
should mute inside noise at least y dB. Or: The price of the box should not exceed € X. The latter requirement has an 
effect on the maximum result of the sound proofing. If there is a requirement that determines which type of material 
should be used, it will create less grip on the sound proofing and price. So again, the focus determines the amount of 
grip on certain key points. One thing that is known, is that these requirements should state that it should be at least 
performing as well as Box 1 and Box 2. 

Set 5: modular, price, standardize, focus on production
Conclusion: The network pulls most to price which again makes sense because it is the biggest node. Without price, 
because this is logical and predictable, the network pulls towards standardization and a bit towards modularity.

Requirement: standardization and production have a direct relationship. By standardizing the design, the product 
will be easier to produce, due the standard parts. This could be an effect that is reached later in the process, because 
first the production process should be learned, but by standardizing, it can be made more efficient and faster, and 
eventually easier. Next to this relationship, modularity and standardization have a direct relationship as well (as 
mentioned above). By making the product modular, it is automatically standardized, without loosing too much 
customer freedom. These three key points have a combined effect on price: by standardizing the product, the cost 
price is reduced and a modular product increases this. But, the main key point in this set is standarizing, which 
formulates the following requirement:
The modules of the box should be standardized as much as possible. Preferably that many different modules can be 
made with the same base components. 

No other requirements can be created out of this set, because they are almost all direct effects of standardization. 
Only if the price may be high, the standardization becomes less important. In that case, this requirements could be 
turned into a wish.

Set 6: competition, accessories, silencing.
Conclusion: The network pulls towards both accessories and silencing. Here the competition is the connecting node 
to accessories and silencing, since they are not directly connected. This means that it is not important to focus on 
the competition but one of these components. This will influence the competitive advantage of the box. Accessories 
and silencing pull both evenly strong, so choosing one means directly a lot less focus for the other one. Missing 
information: It is not known how important both accessories and silencing is to differentiate from competition. This 
is more dependent on the customer and their requirements, which is not completely dependent on the target group. 
This is because different customers within the same target group may have different expectations and desires. Here 
VKI has the freedom to choose what they want to focus on and how they can make money with it.

Requirement: Both accessories and sound proofing have effect on the competition. These key points will make 
them stand out above the other available boxes. Accessories are important to take into account at the modularity 
key point. The accessories should fit into the modules, or the modules should be designed in such a way that they 
can be adjusted to fit the accessories. For sound proofing, this is not necessary. The sound proofing performance is 
more dependent on the construction of the box, the used materials and the ventilation used. Or, these parts are all 
dependent on the desired performance of sound proofing (if sound proofing is of higher priority). Therefore, two 
requirements can be created, of which one is already mentioned before:
The modules should be designed in such a way, that if new, extra modules are developed later on, as little as possible 
components in modules should be replaced to be able to add the extra module.

The box should mute ouside noise for at least x dB and should mute inside noise at least y dB.

Set 7: PSS, price, customer freedom.
Conclusion: price is most important. PSS is also a bit more important than customer freedom. Probably because the 
PSS determines the amount of customer freedom, but customer freedom does not precisely determine the type of 
PSS.

Requirement: This set also resembles the above discussed sets. Here, price is again the most important node. Next to 
price, PSS is also important. This is logical because a PSS can enable a low sales price (price that the customer pays), 
but this could mean a higher cost price for VKI. Customer freedom is less important. But, by using the PSS strategy, 
the customer freedom can be increased. The customer can easily switch to different boxes dependent on their 
situation and which size fits them the best at that moment. Due to the PSS strategy, the customer can change their 
subscription any minute. A requirements that can be formulated out of this:
If a low selling price is desired, the box should be designed in such a way that it should enable a use or result 
oriented PSS. 

This requirement is dependent on the strategy at VKI. Where do they want to go? Do they want to enable everyone 
to have a silence box or do they want to create a luxury product?

Set 8: PSS, circularity, standardize, price.
Conclusion: When price is included, price is the most important node. But if not, standardization and PSS are equally 
drawing nodes towards them.

Requirement: Here, a price requirements can be created: The box should not cost more than €x for the customer. 
This affects the amount of focus on other key points and what is possible with this focus. The PSS strategy is an 
enabler in this case: by utilizing the PSS strategy, the price for the customer is decreased and eventually long term, 
also for VKI. A PSS is also an enabler of circularity, because the products stay in ownership of VKI (in most of the 
PSS types). Therefore, it comes back to VKI, which enables VKI to close the loop. Furthermore, a PSS encourages 
standardization as well. Because of standardization, it is easier to produce parts, but also to replace or repair broken 
parts. Furthermore, the parts are applicable to more customers and different boxes, enabling reuse of parts. So the 
following requirement is formulated:
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The box should be designed in such a way that it can be used for a use or result oriented PSS. This means that the 
product should be:
- Robust
- Rigid
- Mobile (through disassembly)
- Easy to disassemble
- Easy to assemble
- Have a life time for at least x years
- Easy to clean

This is partially summarized by the requirement that the box should be modular. Because, in that case it is important 
that it should be easy to assemble and disassemble to enable modularity and male changes easier. Easy to clean is 
anyway important. Also, because of easy assembly and disassembly, the box is more mobile than creating a room, 
which is the key point for these boxes for selling. 

Next to this requirement, two other requirements for material and production can be created:
The material should have a life time of x years to enable reuse of the box.
The production method should enable modules to be easily assembled and disassembled for relocation, reuse and 
recycling (focus on circularity).

Set 9: customer freedom, norms, sustainability, modular
Conclusion: Modular and sustainability are the most important node and are equally important. But in this set the 
customer freedom and norms are not that important. Missing information: it is not know which norms are important. 
There are many norms for sustainability but which are interesting for the customer and thus for VKI and what will be 
the requirements for the box when these are determined. 

Requirement: Modularity is important to VKI, but according to this set sustainability is just as important. Making the 
product modular helps with increasing its sustainability: more parts can be reused when a different configuration is 
desired. Less parts needs to be replaced. Norms could be applied, but it is unknown which norms exactly, especially 
because no silence box specific norms have been created (yet). Requirements that can be retrieved out of this set 
are:
The box should be modular.
The box should be able to be assembled and disassembled x amount of times before it breaks.
The box should have a lower carbon footprint than Box 1 and Box 2. 

Set 10: assembly, modularity, liability, size.
Conclusion: modular is the most important node. Missing information: regarding the choice of who is going to 
assemble the product and the liability. Who will be liable for the damage that can occur if something goes wrong 
if VKI does not assemble the box themselves. Ikea is a good example, but this should be further investigated if VKI 
wants the customer to build their own box.

Requirement: Next to the importance of modularity, assembly is important as well, since the web pulls towards that 
node the most. Therefore the following requirements can be formulated:
Components should be able to be carried with maximum 2 persons.
The box may not exceed a weight of x kg.
The smallest sized box should at least accommodate one person.
It should be possible to assemble the box with 2 persons.
In this set, the ease of built for the mechanics can be involved: The box should fit on a rolling container, for higher 
mobility when disassembled. 

Set 11: VKI freedom, customer freedom, target group.
Conclusion: customer freedom is most important and after that the target group. VKI freedom is less important. 
Missing information: definition of the target group. This is not done because of keeping a higher freedom for the 
design and for VKI. But by not determining the target group, it is hard to define which customer freedom is desired. 
But, this can also be shifted the other way around. The customer freedom that is available will eventually determine 
the target group. The group with the desire for the most customer freedom will seek for the product with the most 
freedom. It is some kind of filter for the target group. To determine the customer freedom, VKI needs to decide how 
much freedom they want themselves and how much freedom they want to give to the customer. The logical step 
would be to determine the freedom according to the business strategy VKI is currently applying, to make sure that 
this product family will fit into their business strategy. 

Requirement: it is hard to formulate this into a requirement:
The customer freedom available in the silence box should be aligned with the business strategy. 

In this case, the business strategy of VKI will determine the requirement. 

Set 12: packaging, shipment, price.
Conclusion: obviously price is most important. Then shipment. Missing information: Dependent on the shipment the 
packaging will be determined. Because when it is send by mail and not transported by VKI, it probably needs more 
protection. This will also have effect on the construction. Because, if the product is transported and thus assembled 
by VKI, the packaging is less important. Price is also influenced by the amount of packaging. Here, VKI can also decide 
based on their business strategy if they want to deliver their product and assemble themselves or not. Of course, the 
liability is an important aspect in this case as well, as mentioned before. So, to make handling and shipping easier, the 
following requirements are determined:
The box should fit on a rolling container, for higher mobility when disassembled.

All pre-assembled components should fit in a standard elevator.

Set 13: ventilation, norms, allergies, fire security.
Conclusion: Here the network pulls towards norms and fire security. Missing information: For fire security and 
ventilation it should be researched which norms apply (same as set 9). But, by the experience of VKI currently, with 
box type 1 and 2, customers have asked about these points:
- Origin of materials
- Fire rating of the materials
- Ergonomic sound product (arboportaal punten)

Requirement:
The ventilation should ventilate x m2 per hour for good air quality dependent on the size of the box. 
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 6. Concepts 
During research, some brainstorming or ideas have been thought of. Furthermore, in the end of the research phase, a 
common brainstorm session with fellow Industrial Design students and a mechanic has been done. Lastly, two other 
techniques have been used to brainstorm for new ideas:
- Morphological diagram
- Mood board (Pinterest)
During these brainstorm sessions, only the constraint of modularity is taken into account. Of course, it is important 
in the brainstorm to have no constraints in order to prevent tunnel vision. But, in this case, the requirements of 
modular is very important. Therefore, this is the fi rst fi lter aft er the fi rst ideas, since ideas that cannot be turned into 
a modular system or that are not convenient to make modular are not interesti ng. Then the ideas are turned into 
concepts. The purpose of these concepts is to fi nd the underlying and personal strategy of some of the employees of 
VKI. The fi nal outcomes are the following concepts:

The Green box
This concept is designed with the focus on sustainability, so several choices have been made because it is the most 
or more sustainable opti on. To start with the base, the constructi on is constructed with some kind of inset caps with 
legs (see Figure 40). These inset caps have legs smaller than the tubes used for constructi on, so these constructi on 
tubes fi t over the legs of the inset caps. These corner pieces and connecti ng pieces can be used to create a cubicle 
frame and is modular by adding other corner and connecti ng pieces plus connecti ng tubes. Then, walls are created 
with complete glass or wooden panes (or any material suitable). These are put together with a top beam and a 
U-shaped buckling frame to keep the wood or glass in place. Here, a corner profi le buckling frame (2x L-shaped) and 
a regular tube buckling frame are used to caulk the glass between. The corner profi le is welded to the top beam, 
where the glass is caulked onto. The corner profi le is welded and grinded. Then, the tube buckling frame is caulked 
into place. This buckling frame is also welded and grinded. There will be top and bott om modules, just like Box 1. 
So, 3 inset caps will form one pillar with 2 diff erent sized tubes. Therefore, many diff erent confi gurati on opti ons are 
possible, like in Figure 40. For the inside, sustainable materials are used such as felt from IDID, which is felt created 
of old uniforms of defense, or uniforms of IKEA. This felt will be mounted with magnets, which are fi xed to folded 
cut-outs of the tube buckling frame. Furthermore, accessories are made from old supermarket shelfs. The small shelf 
for a 1 x 1 confi gurati on can be made from an actual shelf and other accessories use parts of these shelfs. Due to 
this fact, shelfs can determine the actual size of the box to make sure it fi ts. Lastly, the product is turned into a PSS. 
Therefore, everything is as much as interchangeable as possible. Modules are replaced per module to make it easier 
and faster. But, hereby the requirement of fi �  ng in an elevator and minimize weight is more important. An important 
feature that can be added is a green wall, which is used for venti lati on. Here, from the bott om air is ‘sucked’ in and 
fl owing past the plants to the other, higher venti lati on port where the air can fl ow in the box. So, there is passive 
incoming air but acti ve outgoing air. By sucking air out at the top with a venti lator, the natural occurrence of air fl ow 
due to a low air pressure is achieved, sucking in new, fresh air.

Opti on: not welding the buckling frames and make both U-shaped. The top beam will have a slit in which the glass 
slides in. 

Strategy:
- Number one focus is sustainability
- Venti lati on principle
- Circularity 
- Ease of built
- Lifeti me 
- Standard 

Multibox
The base of this box are perfotubes. These tubes have a hole patt ern over all 4 sides of the tube. These holes are 
used to hang beams into at the bott om, middle and top with the use of hooks the end of the beams. The bott om 
and top beam look the same, only the hooks or the profi le is mounted exactly the other way around. The profi le is 
U-shaped dependent on the required size of the tube that is used to mound the profi le on. This profi le is welded 
on and grinded fl at. But, the grind does not need to be too nice; it won’t be visible. The middle beam will have the 
same hooks to mount the beams but has a diff erent, fl at profi le (see Figure 41). This is because another tube will be 
placed on the other side to ‘trap’ the wood or glass. This tube is rectangular and will fi rst be pushed into one side 
of the perfotube pillar. Then, it can be slid into the pillar on the other side. It is important that the side without a 
tab is slid in fi rst because it is necessary to slide it in a bit further than it is supposed to be when the part is in place. 
Then, the side with the tab, there is a hole in the tab and a small hole the tube (next to all the other holes). Here, 
using the other holes in the perfotube, a bolt can be inserted in the small hole and screwed into the tab, which has a 
welded on blind rivet nut. This could be done with a regular rivet, but to keep ease of disassembly that is not the best 
opti on. For looks, cover profi les to cover the perfotube holes can be used on the inside and outside. These can just 
be hooked in place. For the sides with wood, these are not needed because foam will be placed on top of the wood 
and will cover the holes. However, these holes can also stay open because they enable accessories to be hung onto. 
Also, at least some of the holes have to stay open at the outside and inside to venti late. The holes for air fl ow coming 
in are on the bott om, and at the top for air fl ow going outside. The tube with the holes for outside going airfl ow will 
have venti lators to suck the air out of the box. Therefore, the same venti lati on principle as the green box is used. 
Furthermore, due to the fact of the perfotube, creati ng many opportuniti es to add accessories and other modules to 
the box, the box has many more functi on aside being a meeti ng and working space. For example:
- Place to relax by hanging a hammock
- A booster by adding biodynamic lights
- Small canteen, like a place to relax by adding a small coff ee corner
- Silent disco to celebrate good deals or to get out of your creati ve block by adding silent disco headphones
- Greenhouse by adding greenwalls and the right lighti ng. This greenwall is also an advantage by creati ng 
cleaner air
- Small gallery by hanging up art or even a shop for the art
- Tiny outside offi  ce (quite important to make sure it is waterti ght)
- Small warehouse by adding more shelves in the perfotube
- Energy generati ng by adding a cycle or something that people have to drive themselves to generate energy
- Recording room or music room. In the corners small speakers can be added
- Wardrobe by adding hooks to the perfotube or even tubes from left  to right with hangars or hooks to hang 
coats onto

Strategy
- Ease of built
- Customer freedom
- Standard
- Ease of producti on
- Competi ti on
- Modular 

Figure 40. Drawing of the concept
Figure 41. Drawing of the concept
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Flatpack box
This concept is based on the internally researched fl atpack snap system at VKI. These can be inserted in wood at both 
sides which enables mounti ng these parts together on site, instead of gluing them together at pre-assembly. But, 
because of the novelty of these connectors, other connectors that are somewhat simpler can be used as well, which 
also don’t require any preassembly (except for the connector itself). So, 3 types of wood panels are connected to 
wood pillars. One type of wood panel curves around the corner at one side, the other side is straight. Another panel 
is completely straight, and the last one is completely bend (see Figure 42). These three types enable the fl atpacker 
to be modular. With these diff erent segments, diff erent widths and lengths can be created. These segments are 
wrapped around and at the outside of the pillars. These pillars are connected with each other with a bott om beam 
and a top beam using a triangular shaped tongue which is inserted in the pillars groove, which can be seen in Figure 
42. On the completely wooden panels, PET felt or other acousti c material can be inserted with magnet. These 
magnets are drilled into the wood panel and glued into the cavity, being fl ush with the wooden panels’ surface. 
The acousti c material, the magnet is glued into. For the panel with glass, the glass is glued in between two wooden 
panels. At the edges some material is milled away to create space for the glass. This is done on both sides. These 
parts are glued together or can be nailed together. Preferably it is nailed, which is easier. Furthermore, if these 
nails are at the very side of the panel, it will be hidden behind the pillar. At both cases caulk is used to ensure that 
the glass is stuck. This panel is preassembled (panel + glass). The milled out grooves play a big role in enabling this. 
Because of these grooves, the panels and glass can only be stuck together in one way (with some common sense). 
Lastly, the roof is created out of 3 diff erent panels to fi t any type of box. Here, one panel has no rounded corners, one 
has two rounded corners and the last one has one round corner. These all have grooves as well ,which can be seen in 
Figure 42. With these grooves, the roof enables extra strength and rigidity by laying these grooves over the outside 
panels. Furthermore, it creates a sleek look to the box without any seams. The door is quite easy to add, since the 
hinges can be screwed into the already existi ng pillar. Then, the rebate can be drilled into place as well, which will 
have a draught profi le and a magnet or a regular door closing mechanism.

Strategy:
- Competi ti on
- Ease of built
- Price
- Standard

Morphological diagram

Table 6. Morphological diagram of a brainstorm session

Figure 42. Drawing of the concept
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 7. Radar plot
All the main nodes of the web will be used as decision making criteria for the concept choice. In this way, a less 
subjecti ve choice of which concept is the best concept to further develop. The nodes in the web are used because 
the nodes can be focused on in the design strategy. For example, if there is more focus on circularity, probably the 
concept with the best score on circularity will be chosen. The radar plot is a tool to map out strong and weak points 
to fi nally come to an as objecti ve as possible concept choice. To be able to asses every concept in the same way for 
each node, relati ve or quanti tati ve measures can be used, and some of the nodes are combined because of their 
direct relati ons, which will be all explained underneath.

Sustainability: By the use of a quick LCA, the sustainability is assessed based on the expected carbon footprint of 
the new concepts, benchmarked to the old types. Here, materials have eff ect on this as well. If it is not important 
to determine these materials, the footprints of the old materials are used. The expected lifeti me of the box will 
play a role in this too, using the functi onal unit. In this project, this was not possible due to ti me constraints. This is 
esti mated. 

Modular: This key point is measured on how well the concept comply to the following requirements:
o The modules should be designed in such a way that if new, extra modules are developed later on, as litt le as 
possible components in modules should be replaced to be able to add the extra module or accessories.
o The box should be easy to assemble and disassemble.
o Components should be able to be carried with maximum 2 persons.
o It should be possible to assemble the box with 2 persons.
The existi ng boxes (Box 1, 2 and 3) could be assessed based on the fi eld research. The concepts were esti mated by 
the author. 

Ven� la� on: This factor is dependent on whether the concepts will use the same venti lati on or not. If the same 
venti lati on unit is used/determined for all concepts only the size of the box will infl uence the performance. But, also 
the venti lati on principle plays a role in this. When these 2 factors (box size and venti lati on principle) are diff erent, 
it may be necessary that a diff erent venti lati on unit should be applied. These factors can all be measured in the 
venti lati on requirement: the venti lati on should venti late ‘so much’ m2 per hour for good air quality dependent on 
the size of the box. The CO2 concentrati on may not exceed 1000 PPM. Here the size is the dependent factor that will 
determine how much m2 will be needed to be venti lated. In the current designs of the boxes, the same venti lati on 
systems are used, so dependent on size, the quality of venti lati on is the same. For the new designs this is a diffi  cult 
aspect to measure and will be based on venti lati on principle and overall design. 

Silencing: How well the box will dampen the noise from inside and outside is dependent on the materials and the 
constructi on. This is hard to measure without a prototype, but some materials will silence more than others. This 
is dependent on the surface of the material and its density. So, this factor will be based on the proposed materials. 
But, this factor is only useful if specifi c materials are assigned to the concept. This will be benchmarked to the best 
concept, which will be a 100%. Everything as good as or underneath will be relati ve to that best performing concept 
in this key point. For Box 1 and 2 these numbers were known at the ti me of creati ng the radar plot. For Box 3 and the 
concepts, this was not known, but esti mated on overall concept. For example, the Greenbox will probably dampen 
more noise than the Multi box, because of the greenwall and the holes in the tubes of the Multi box. 

Price: Every above menti oned key point is a factor of the price. Therefore it is again hard to measure. But some 
shapes are just harder to make, cost more ti me and are more sensiti ve for errors. Furthermore, the price can also 
be measured with the amount of standardizati on that is possible. This also has to do with the amount of customer 
freedom and the amount of choices they have. But, this will be measured in a separate factor, excluding it from the 
price. Here is only looked at the amount of standardizati on and easiness of producti on relati vely to each other and 
the predecessors. Here, the easiest and most standardized product will be the benchmark for all other concepts and 
existi ng boxes. That concept will be a 100%. For Box 1 and , prices were known. For Box 3 and the concepts, this was 
sti ll unknown and were again esti mated.

Customer freedom: The strategy of VKI states customer freedom is more important. That is what makes them and 
their products unique compared to other interior builders. This key point will be measured with the factors size, 
accessories, assembly, amount of customer choices and VKI freedom. Of course, the customer and VKI freedom are 
contradicti ng to each other. This is also a relati ve amount which will be compared to each concept and both existi ng 
boxes. Here, the concept or box type with the highest amount of each factor will be 100%, making it the benchmark 
to the others. 

Compe� � on: This will point out the potenti al of the concepts to be bett er than the existi ng types. Obviously, this 
factor will be benchmarked to the existi ng types. What features make them stand out from all other boxes? How 
many features make them stand out? How much could these be worth to the customer? This is all compared to each 
other and currently sti ll subjecti ve. Preferably, this is checked with a customer survey as well.   

Norms, allergies, fi re resistance: These points can be measured together and are almost all dependent on the 
material that is chosen. If no material is predetermined, the allergies and fi re resistance will be hard or even 
impossible to determine, but sti ll some norms can be looked at. For example in size; does it comply to the minimum 
amount of working space for x scenario? Also, wood just burns easier than metal, so a box consisti ng completely out 
of wood will have a lower fi re resistance that a box made of solely metal. 

Circularity: How hard or easy is it to make this concept into a closed loop lifecycle? Is PSS involved or not? This is also 
dependent on materials, how modular and standard the box is and how much customer freedom is involved. Lastly, 
also how the product enables for relocati on, reuse and recycling. 

Ease of build: How easy and fast is it to build up the box? This is determined by the number of parts that have to 
be assembled on site, and how many parts are already pre-assembled. Next to this, it should be measured with the 
mechanics. For the concepts and Box 3, this was not possible at the ti me of this analysis. However, for Box 1 and 2 
this is based on the fi eld research done earlier in the project. 

A lot of points of measure are points of benchmarking with the current type of boxes. Therefore, this plot will also 
show if the new redesign are at least as good as their predecessors. 

The scores in the radar plot are rated from 1 to 10, with 10 being the best and 1 the worst. For the new designs, 
these scores are all based on esti mati on and logic, since nothing is measurable. 

Table 7. Scores of the boxes

Figure 43. Scores displayes in the radar plot
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8.Test cases
In this chapter, the personal effects on the three existing boxes have been analyzed.

Project manager x Box 1: This personal strategy could have had an effect on the material chosen, also in combination 
with focus on standards. But the box is already quite suitable for a PSS and that again is on its turn in relation to 
sustainability and circularity. The biggest difference will be in the accessories. Those are not in the box now, but 
applying the personal strategy, they might be. Combined with VKI’s strategy and brand identity, this personal strategy 
could be an addition and this box could be right up VKI’s alley. So in this case, it has a positive effect.

Developer x Box 1: This one does not quite match. It does match on modularity and robustness but not on ease of 
production and ease of construction. Here the focus is precisely on key points that do have a relationship with each 
other and thus affect each other. For example, looking at ease of production and ease of construction: these are close 
to each other because they affect each other but depending on the design, they have a positive or negative effect on 
each other. In this case it will have a negative effect since developer considers production more important. This effect 
can be seen in the design of Box 3. This is his design and he learned a lot from Box 1. Here, production takes priority 
over construction, which affects on its turn the price. Furthermore, the underlying focus points only have more 
positive effect on the quality of the box apart from the ease of construction. All in all, it has a positive effect because 
the box can become even better and fit better in VKI’s line; more quality and ease of production.
Technical drawer x Box 1: Only 2 points of similarity in strategy of the box and the personal strategy and its effects: 
modularity and lifetime. Here once again, ease of production clashes with ease of construction. But, robustness does 
result from the key point lifetime, which is a key point of their strategy. But, sustainability is not in here at all. This is 
where a PSS plays a major role. This could be applied but does not really fit within the current strategy of VKI, or the 
internal strategy observed in this project. In that perspective it is then a negative result that this personal strategy 
yields. However, here negative only implies that it does not fit VKI’s currently, which does not mean that this is not or 
cannot become a future step for VKI.

Owner x Box 1: This box does not really fit into Owner’s strategy. Especially not when there is looked at what 
underlying key points the personal strategy has, such as standards, competition and PSS. What’s interesting is that he 
does not necessarily find this an important focus point, according to what he said in his interview. Only competition 
is important in his eyes. Yet these points draw the most towards his key points. This shows that they are still more 
important than he thinks and wants. So even with these other points, it will not have a positive effect on the design 
of the box. However, these personal effects and the key points which they attract have a logical relationship with 
each other. For example, if Technical drawer focuses on durability, this will change things in material, production and 
both of these will affect how sound absorbing it is and how easy it is to produce (and so on).

Project manager x Box 2: This box does not fit the project manager’s strategy anyway. Thus, a very different type 
of box could have been designed if it had been for this strategy. Currently, it is known that this box also did not go 
quite as smoothly as desired, especially looking at aftersales. Here the project manager’s personal strategy would be 
very effective. The aftersales problems would have not happened. Furthermore, it would been made modular (but 
everyone of the interviewees would have done that) and would have more focus on additional accessories for great 
customer freedom. 

Developer x Box 2: If it is up to the strategy, it will at least be made modular and would look more like Box 3. But that 
box was designed with his strategy in mind, so that makes sense. His strategy mainly affects the ventilation and the 
materials, combined with a focus on sound proofing. This will raise the specifications and quality of the box and have 
a positive effect for the brand identity.

Technical drawer x Box 2: This box does not fit the personal strategy at all. It would have changed it to at least 
modular, because this is also becoming more important in combination with sustainability and the lifetime. However, 
the box would have remained standard , especially looking at the sustainability aspect. But here, all standards, 
but also the PSS, come to the surface. Quality is what VKI stands for, so this new design strategy could fit, but a 
progressive, sustainable service box is not really part of VKI’s image. They are modern but not exactly innovators. 
Thus, in this perspective, this also has a negative effect.

Owner x Box 2: Here, the same thing going on as with Technical drawer. Only there is deliberately more focus on 
sound proofing. However, there is no focus on sustainability but rather on service (PSS). Thus, if this strategy is 
applied to the box, it would not fit the VKI.

Project manager x Box 3: With this strategy, the box would look more like Box 1. No ease of production, but ease of 
construction. Doing everything as much as possible in-house (at the production facility), so less should be done on 
site. Also, this strategy will effect again the materials, in combination with sustainability and norms. However, this 
will also have a positive effect on freedom within VKI. This box will fit less into the strategy of VKI because so it has 
less ease of production, but it is modular and has a high level of customer freedom. Especially the part of PSS and 
sustainability is not part of the strategy and identity now, but does not exclude that it does not fit. However, for now 
this means that this personal strategy has a negative effect.

Developer x Box 3: This one is tricky. The developer designed this box so he naturally applied his personal strategy 
with some other requirements. What can be seen is that this box has not yet been developed further and thus lacks 
further development of sound proofing and ventilation. However, overall this is a positive addition to the portfolio of 
VKI.

Technical planner x Box 3: basically the same story as the previous two boxes. The technical drawer is more forward-
thinking than the design can currently facilitate. Many adjustments have to be made to apply the strategy’s key 
points which therefore do not really fit into the brand identity.

Owner x Box 3: Just like with the technical drawer and previous designs, the same story applies. Actually this personal 
strategy is too innovative for VKI’s current strategy. So, it does not fit with VKI’s current product portfolio and brand 
identity.


